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ABSTRACT 
Cognitive radar (CRr) is a knowledge-aided dynamic radar architecture where the 
operation of the receiver and transmitter is controlled adaptively through provision for 
feedback about the electromagnetic (EM) environment. Consequently, transmit waveform 
design using feedback from the CRr interactions with the environment is crucial to a 
closed-loop system’s performance. This work is divided into three sections. First, we 
investigate the classification performance of adaptive waveforms in CRr for deterministic 
and stochastic land or ground vehicle target response recognition. High-fidelity 
EM-simulated target responses are generated and utilized in our simulations. Second, we 
consider an aircraft target recognition problem in the presence of noise jammers and 
apply the CRr framework in an electronic warfare scenario. Jammer nulling transmit-
adaptive waveforms are introduced as countermeasures to various types of noise 
jammers. Lastly, we propose a dual matched-filter discriminator (DMFD) scheme for 
coherent jammer suppression in an aircraft target detection scenario. The DMFD is also 
incorporated into a closed-loop CRr framework for integrated extended moving 
target detection and identification in an environment where false targets are produced 
by coherent jammers. 
v 
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Cognitive Radar (CRr) is a technological paradigm for modern radar systems where the
operation of the receiver and transmitter is adaptively controlled based on feedback about
the electromagnetic (EM) environment. It was formalized by Haykin in [1] as a closed-loop
system based on the perception-action cycle of cognition whereby prior knowledge and new
measurements are fused to modify transmission parameters for the purpose of performance
optimization. Consequently, transmit waveform design using feedback from the CRr inter-
actions with the environment is crucial to a closed-loop system’s performance. Depending
on the application, it is clear that for a CRr system to be reliable, transmit waveformsmust be
designed such that interference sources are suppressed/mitigated temporally or spectrally.
One of the earliest works relevant to CRr examines the notion of efficient energy allocation
using an illumination pattern that maximizes mutual information (MI) between measure-
ments and hypotheses decisions in a multiple target detection problem [2], [3]. In [2], it was
demonstrated that adaptive illumination results in faster convergence to detection decision.
Building upon the concepts presented in [1]–[3], Goodman applied optimum waveform
design and sequential hypothesis testing [4], [5] in CRr to the extended target recognition
problem in [6]. The energy-constrained signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-based and informa-
tion theory MI-based optimum waveforms introduced by Bell in [7], [8] were utilized to
enhance target response separation. The adaptive waveform in CRr approach led to an
improvement in decision accuracy and decision convergence speed compared to traditional
radar waveforms. The concept of target response recognition using adaptive waveforms in
CRr was extended to address signal-dependent interference in [9]–[11] whereby matched
waveforms based on maximizing signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and MI in
clutter were introduced. The adaptive use of transmission and/or measurements in CRr
has been utilized to accomplish various objectives simultaneously. This includes integrated
search-and-track [12] and integrated detection-and-tracking [13], [14]. In [15], [16], an
integrated detection and identification scheme was introduced. This integrated scheme uses
range-Doppler maps (RDM) and adaptive waveforms in a closed-loop system to detect and
classify target(s). In [17], radar cross section (RCS) simulated target responses were used
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to examine the performance of adaptive waveform design in CRr for angle discrimination.
Apart from [17], the aforementioned works utilized arbitrarily generated target impulse
responses to investigate the performance of adaptive matched waveforms in CRr for target
recognition; however, the target responses used consisted of a few frequency resonances
which are mostly distinct across different targets. In most cases, these frequency responses
differ greatly from actual responses from practical targets. In practical cases, targets contain
rich frequency components due to scattering centers/points brought about by physical and
geometrical characteristics of the targets themselves. In other words, the actual impulse re-
sponses are characterized by delta-function like responses corresponding to these scattering
centers which lead to wideband frequency responses. It is, therefore, imperative to build on
prior works by considering practical target responses if we are to validate the recent addition
of CRr in the vast array of radar technologies available for system engineers to utilize.
This research work is organized into three sections. The first section is documented in
Chapters 2-5. In this section, we investigate the target recognition performance of adaptive
waveforms in CRr using high-fidelity EM simulated RCS responses. We present cognitive
automotive radar (CARr) as a significant capability to the sensing technology suite of
autonomous driving vehicles. CARr is a closed-loop intelligent radar system utilizing the
automotive frequency bands of 24-25 GHz and 76-77 GHz [18] for the purpose of land
vehicle target signature identification. The use of RCS target responses generated using
detailed land vehicle models from extensive EM simulations for vehicle recognition in
CARr is a contribution in field of sensing technologies for autonomous vehicle systems [19].
Two cases are considered: (a) deterministic land vehicle recognition at a specific aspect
angle and (b) land vehicle class identification in the presence of aspect angle uncertainty
using forward-looking automotive radar. For deterministic target recognition, adaptive
waveforms at every transmission are updated by the probability-weighted energy (PWE) [20]
or probability-weighted spectral density (PWSD) method [10]. Aspect angle uncertainty in
the transmit-receive direction results in deviation of the target response. As such, targets
with angle uncertainty can be viewed as stochastic targets. For the case where a target
vehicle exhibits aspect angle uncertainty, adaptive waveforms are derived based on an
ensemble of target vehicle responses and updated by the PWE or probability-weighted
spectral variance (PWSV) method [20]. We introduce two new transmit-adaptive waveform
techniqueswith the flexibility to accommodate angular uncertainty probability distributions.
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Adaptive waveforms based on the weighted aggregate sum of optimized SNR andMI-based
waveforms and probability-weighted update methods are compared against receive-adaptive
wideband pulse waveform (WI) in terms of their ability to correctly classify a target.
The second section of this research work is presented in Chapters 6-8. The knowledge-
aided approach in a CRr system reflects the essence of electronic warfare (EW) and its
interaction between its subdivisions: electronic support (ES), electronic attack (EA), and
electronic protection (EP). ES comprises of electronic support measure (ESM) tasks that
intercept, detect, and identify sources of radiated EM energy for the purpose of maintain-
ing spectrum awareness and control; EA involves the use of EM energy to disrupt one’s
ability to utilize the spectrum effectively (this includes electronic jamming); and EP pro-
tects equipment, capabilities, and personnel against EA [21]. To apply the CRr platform
for target recognition using adaptive waveforms on an airborne platform operating in the
EW domain, it is crucial to consider the effects of EA in the form of jamming and to
develop adaptive methodologies to suppress/mitigate these interferences. In this section,
we introduce two new jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms applied to the CRr
framework for aircraft target recognition in the presence of noise jammer interferences.
The jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms function as a countermeasure against noise jam-
ming signals that disrupts the CRr platform’s ability to classify the target accurately when
utilizing jammer-uncompensated adaptive waveforms. The jammer-nulling waveforms (for
the target alternatives) are obtained by maximizing SINR or MI metrics, while adaptive
waveforms are obtained by the jammer incorporated PWE or PWSD method. High-fidelity
EM simulated RCS responses of aircraft targets are utilized to investigate the performance
of adaptive waveforms. The classification performance curves of jammer-nulling adap-
tive waveforms operating in the presence of various noise jammers are compared against
jammer-uncompensated waveforms and the WI waveform.
The final section of this work is detailed in Chapters 9-10. Electronic jamming is a form
of EA where the jammers radiate interfering signals towards a radar with the intention
of impeding its ability to operate effectively; this includes noise jammers and a more
advanced form known as coherent jammers [22]. Unlike noise jammers, the coherent
jammer manipulates and retransmits the received radar signal, producing false targets with
“false” range and Doppler measurements. In this section, we consider the presence of
coherent jammer interference in an aircraft detection and/or classification problem. We
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introduce a dual matched filter discriminator (DMFD) that mitigates the coherent jammer
false target detection problem substantially. TheDMFDutilizes target-matched illumination
waveform instead of traditional radar waveforms. This allows for the radar receiver to match
filter to the transmit waveform-target response echo and to the transmit waveform, thereby
distinguishing between the true target echo and the coherent jammer transmission in the
received signal. The false detection rate Fd of the DMFD is compared against the Fd
of the conventional detection approach given the presence of false targets created by the
coherent jammer. As an extension, we apply DMFD for coherent jammer suppression in a
target detection problem to an integrated target detection and classification scheme. This
is accomplished by integrating DMFD into a CRr framework utilizing RDM for extended
moving target detection and classification [15], [16]. The proposed framework is referred
to as DMFD-RDM-CRr, and the integrated scheme in [15], [16] is referred to as RDM-CRr.
The performance of DMFD-RDM-CRr is compared against the RDM-CRr in terms of its
ability to suppress false targets and classify the true target return echo accurately.
This work is summarized and concluded in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 2:
Target Recognition with Adaptive Waveforms in CRr
Using Practical Target RCS Responses
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the theoretical foundation of applying adaptive waveforms in
CRr for target response recognition using practical target RCS responses.
In previous works, arbitrarily generated target impulse responses were used to examine
the performance of adaptive matched waveforms in cognitive radar for target recognition
[6], [10], [20], [23], [24]; however, the target responses used consist of a few frequency
resonances that are mostly distinct across different targets. In most cases, these frequency
responses differ greatly from actual responses from practical targets. In practical cases,
target responses contain rich frequency components due to scattering centers/points brought
on by the physical and geometrical characteristics of the targets themselves. In other
words, the actual impulse responses are characterized by delta-function like responses
corresponding to these scattering centers which lead to wideband frequency responses. It
is, therefore, imperative to build on prior works by considering practical target responses if
we are to validate the recent addition of CRr in the vast array of radar technologies available
for systems engineer to utilize. In our work, EM-simulated target radar RCS responses
generated from detailed physical models of targets are utilized.
To investigate the target response recognition performance of adaptive waveforms applied
to CRr, we first consider a land target recognition problem presented in our earlier work
[25] where target responses in the S-band frequency range are utilized. As an added
contribution, we introduce CARr as a significantly capability to the sensing technology
suite of autonomous driving vehicles [19]. For this application, automotive radar frequency
bands of 24-25 GHz and 76-77 GHz are considered for the purpose of land vehicle target
signature identification.
Two energy-constrained waveform design approaches that maximize SNR or MI for an
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extended target in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) introduced in [7], [8] are utilized.
To examine the target response classification performance of various adaptive waveforms,
we apply the closed-loop system to two types of land vehicle target recognition problems: (a)
deterministic target recognition at a specific aspect angle and, (b) target class identification
in the presence of azimuth and/or elevation angle deviation. The adaptive waveforms
are obtained by the PWE or PWSD method for deterministic targets at a specific aspect
angle. Angle uncertainty in transmit/receive direction results in deviation of the target
responses. The effect of aspect azimuth angle deviation can be dramatic and depends on
the amount of angle deviation. As such, targets with angle uncertainty can be viewed as
stochastic targets. For the case where targets exhibit deviation in azimuth and/or elevation
aspect angles, the transmit-adaptive waveforms are obtained by the PWE or PWSVmethod.
Adaptive waveforms based on SNR and MI metrics are compared against receiver-adaptive
WI waveform in terms of their ability to correctly classify the target despite the angular
uncertainty.
This chapter is organized as follows. The signal models for the AWGN case and the
SNR and MI-based matched waveform designs for a deterministic or stochastic target are
described in Section 2.2. The closed-loop radar framework for target recognition using
SNR or MI-based paradigms is reviewed in Section 2.3. The improved waveform design
for target recognition over multiple transmissions using PWE, PWSD and PWSV methods
are presented in Section 2.4. This chapter is summarized in Section 2.5.
2.2 Matched Waveform Design for an Extended Target in
Noise
A block diagram of the complex baseband signal model used for waveform design is shown
in Figure 2.1. Following the convention in signal processing, continuous-time passband
signals are downconverted to baseband and sampling time is normalized. Let x[n] be an
arbitrary finite-energy complex-valued transmit waveform vector of length L with discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) X[ f ] where f = 0,1/L,2/L, ...,1 − 1/L. Let h[n] represent a
deterministic target’s complex-valued impulse response with discrete Fourier transform
H[ f ]. For a stochastic target, let h[n] represent the stochastic extended target impulse
response where the energy spectral variance (ESV) is given by
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σ2H[ f ] = E[|H[ f ] − µH[ f ]|
2], (2.1)
where µH[ f ] is the spectral mean of the target as defined in [7], [8] and E[•] denotes the
expectation operator. Here, h[n] is a sample realization of the stochastic target impulse
response h[n]. Let w[n] be the complex-valued noise from the receiver hardware with
power spectral density (PSD) Sww[ f ]. The received signal plus noise vector is y[n] =
s[n] + w[n] where s[n] is the convolution of the transmit waveform and target response
(s[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n]) where ∗ denotes the convolution operator.
Figure 2.1. Complex baseband signal model with a deterministic or stochastic
target in AWGN.
2.2.1 SNR-based Waveform Design




|H[ f ]|2 |X[ f ]|2
Sww[ f ]
∆ f , (2.2)
where ∆ f = 1/L. If the target is random, then the target energy spectral density (ESD)
|H[ f ]|2 is replaced by the target ESV σ2H[ f ].
The finite-duration, energy-constrained waveform x[n] that maximizes SNR at the receiver-




x̂[n]R̂h[n − k], (2.3)
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where x̂[n] is the maximum eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λmax
and the kernel R̂h[n] is defined as the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the target







where the target ESD is replaced by ESV for stochastic targets.
For vector formulation, we let h =
√
Ehh̄ such that Eh is the target response energy and h̄
is the corresponding unit energy vector. Similarly, let x =
√
Ex x̄ where Ex is the transmit
waveform energy and x̄ is the unit energy vector. It follows that the received signal plus




Ex x̄+w. With an appropriate matched filter
to the received signal, the received energy due to the target return s is given by [23]
Er = (Hx)†y = ExEhx̄†H̄†H̄x̄ = ExEhx̄†R̄x̄, (2.5)
where H̄ is the target response convolution matrix of size (2L − 1) × L given by
H̄ =

h̄[1] 0 . . . . . . 0






h̄[L] h̄[L − 1] . . . h̄[1] 0
0 h̄[L] h̄[L − 1] · · · h̄[1]
... 0 h̄[L] . . . h̄[2]
...
... 0 . . . ...
0 0 . . . 0 h̄[L]

, (2.6)
and R̄ = H̄†H̄ is the autocorrelation of the target convolution matrix [10] where † denotes
complex conjugate and transpose operations.
To obtain the matched transmit waveform based on maximizing SNR criterion in (2.2),
we perform the eigenvalue-decomposition of matrix R̄ and consider the eigenvector q̄max
associated with the maximum eigenvalue λmax such that
Er,λmax = ExEhq̄
†
maxλmaxq̄max = ExEhλmax, (2.7)
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where Er,λmax is the received energy due to the transmitting the eigenwaveform. Thematched
transmit waveform that maximizes the received return energy is expressed as x =
√
Exq̄max.
We refer to x̄ = q̄max as the eigenwaveform.
2.2.2 MI-based Waveform Design
The MI-based waveform design is an information-theoretic approached derived in [7], [8].
The MI between a Gaussian target ensemble and the received signal in the presence of







|X[ f ]|2σ2H[ f ]
LSww[ f ]
]
∆ f , (2.8)
where y is the receiver output signal, h is the stochastic target impulse response, and x is
the transmit waveform with length L.
In discrete frequency domain, the optimum waveform that maximizes MI given by (2.8)
with respect to |X[ f ]|2 is described as a water-filling waveform spectrum







where |X[ f ]|2 is the energy spectrum of transmit waveform x[n], σ2H[ f ] is the energy
spectral variance of length L, and Sww[ f ] is the receiver noise PSD.








∆ f ≤ Ex . (2.10)
Notice that A can be found by simple methods such as the bisection algorithm.
2.3 Closed-Loop Radar Platform for Target Recognition
A closed-loop radar platform in AWGN for deterministic target recognition was proposed
in [6]. The application of adaptive matched waveform design in CRr or CARr framework
for a land vehicle target recognition or target class identification problem is shown in Figure
9
2.2. Unlike the system in [6], where sequential hypothesis testing (SHT) is used to terminate
the closed-loop iterations, here we fix the number of iterations and maximum a posteriori
(MAP) is used to determine the ground vehicle identification decision based on the most















Figure 2.2. Block diagram of the CRr or CARr platform for target or target
class recognition using adaptive matched waveform design. Adapted from
[19].
Consider a target recognition problem where one of the M possible targets is present.
This results in a multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) problem where the ith hypothesis is
characterized by the target response hi and its convolution matrix H̄i where i = 1,2, ...,M .
A Bayesian representation of the channel is formulated where the target hypotheses are
denoted byH1,H2, ...,HM with corresponding prior probabilities P1,P2, ...,PM . In discrete-
time implementation, the ith hypothesis is expressed as




Ex x̄i + w, (2.11)
where hi is the ith target impulse response.
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Likewise, the method of MHT applies to a stochastic target classification problem where
each class for example can come from a Gaussian distributed ensemble. The ith hypothesis






− (y − µyi )
†
C−1yi (y − µyi )
]
(2.13)
where µyi is the mean of the received signal for the ith hypothesis, Cyi is the corresponding
covariance and Ly is the length of y.
Angle uncertainty in the incident/observed direction results in deviation of the target re-
sponse and, hence, received target return. Unfortunately, the received signal due to angle
uncertainty is usually not Gaussian distributed, and we cannot use (2.13) directly. However,
we can use sample statistics where the sample mean of the received signal is
µ̂yi = x ∗ µ̂hi, (2.14)
and the corresponding sample covariance is estimated as
Ĉyi = XĈhiX
† + σ2I, (2.15)
where µ̂hi and Ĉhi are the sample mean and covariance of the ith target’s response and X is
the waveform convolution matrix. We use (2.13) by replacing µyi and Cyi with the sample
mean µ̂yi and sample covariance Ĉyi from (2.14) and (2.15), respectively.
2.4 Probability Weighted Waveform Design
In a CRr/CARr framework, the transmit waveform is obtained by scaling each target’s
optimum waveform with its corresponding hypothesis probability using the PWE or
PWSD/PWSV method.
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2.4.1 Probability Weighted Energy
For the PWEmethod, eachmatched waveform corresponding to a target hypothesis is scaled













where Expwe is the energy of the updated transmit waveform xpwe.
2.4.2 Probability Weighed Spectral Variance
The PWSV for the target ensemble over all hypotheses is given by [6]
σ2H[ f ] =
M∑
i=1





σ2i [ f ]
2, (2.18)
where Pr(Hi) is the probability that the ith hypothesis is true and σ2i [ f ] is the spectral
variance function of the ith class target ensemble.
2.4.3 Probability Weighed Spectral Density
Likewise, for deterministic targets, the PWSD for all hypotheses is obtained by replacing
spectral variance in (2.18) with target ESD
|H( f )|2 =
M∑
i=1







The PWSV/PWSD function in (2.18) and (2.19) are used with (2.9) to derive the adaptive
waveforms based on MI criterion at each transmission.
The closed-loop radar system retains information and knowledge obtained through previous
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received signals and iterations using a Bayesian probability update rule for the ith target at





where p(y(k) |Hi) is the measurement pdf after the k th iteration and β ensures unit total
probability over the target classes at each iteration. Here, the superscript denotes the
iteration number.
Given a fixed number of transmissions, MAP and the Bayesian update are used to deter-
mine the system’s decision as the ith hypothesis corresponding to the maximum posteriori
probability after the last waveform transmission, i.e., the decision after the last adaptive





In this chapter, we presented the theoretical framework for deterministic and stochastic target
response recognition using adaptive waveforms in CRr. The energy-constrained waveform
design of interest included the SNR-based and MI-based waveforms for an extended target
in AWGN [7]–[9]. Adaptive waveform design using SNR-based and MI-based techniques
in CRr for target recognition in [6] was applied to our CARr framework for land target
signature identification in autonomous vehicles. The MHT and Bayes’ rule for updating
prior probabilities were presented. Transmit waveform design via probability weighted
methods such as PWE, PWSD and PWSV was also presented.
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CHAPTER 3:
Adaptive Waveform Design for Target Response
Recognition in Noise
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the transmit-adaptive waveforms utilized in the CRr or CARr
framework for deterministic and stochastic target response recognition.
The transmit-adaptive waveforms for target recognition at a specific aspect angle include
the SNR-PWE and MI-PWE [10], [20] as well as the MI-PWSD waveform introduced
in [25]. For the more complex case where transmit/received angles exhibit azimuth and/or
elevation angle uncertainties, we introduce the SNR-SS-PWE, MI-SV-PWE and MI-PWSV
waveforms [25] for stochastic target class identification. As an additional contribution,
we introduce two more transmit-adaptive waveform design methodologies that address
uncertainty in target response signatures that result fromaspect angle deviation: (a)weighted
aggregate SNR-based waveform (SNR-SUM-PWE) and (b) weighted aggregate MI-based
waveform (MI-SUM-PWE) [19]. These new waveforms are designed with the flexibility to
incorporate supplementary information regarding probability distributions.
This chapter is organized as follows. The transmit-adaptive waveforms for deterministic
target recognition are described in Section 3.2, while the transmit-adaptive waveforms for
stochastic target class identification are presented in Section 3.3. The designmethodology of
weighted aggregate SNR and MI waveforms is also introduced in Section 3.3. The receive-
adaptive wideband waveform utilized as a classification performance benchmark against
transmit-adaptive waveforms is described in Section 3.4. This chapter is summarized in
Section 3.5.
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3.2 Transmit-Adaptive Waveforms for Deterministic
Target Recognition
3.2.1 SNR-based PWEWaveform (SNR-PWE)
For the SNR-PWE waveform [10], [20], [25], the matched waveform for each target hy-
pothesis is derived by optimizing the SNR-based metric in (2.2). The transmit-adaptive
waveform is obtained by scaling each target’s matched waveform with its corresponding
hypothesis probability from (2.12) using the PWE method in (2.16) and (2.17).
3.2.2 MI-based PWEWaveform (MI-PWE)
For the MI-PWEwaveform [10], [20], [25], the waveform for each possible target is derived
by optimizing the MI-based metric in (2.8). The transmit adaptive waveform is derived by
scaling each target’s optimum waveform with its hypothesis probability from (2.12) using
the PWE method in (2.16) and (2.17).
3.2.3 MI-based PWSDWaveform (MI-PWSD)
The MI-PWSD waveform [25] is derived by optimizing the MI metric in (2.8). At every
iteration, the MI-based transmit waveform is derived with an ESD scaled by each target’s
hypothesis probability as given in (2.19).
3.3 Waveforms for Stochastic Target Class Identification
with Aspect Angle Uncertainty
3.3.1 SNR-based PWE Waveform with Sample Statistics (SNR-SS-
PWE)
Similar to the SNR-PWE method utilized for deterministic target recognition, the SNR-SS-
PWE approach for target class identification introduced in [25] is derived by utilizing the
SNR metric in (2.2). The transmit-adaptive waveform is the result of scaling each target’s
matched waveform with its corresponding hypothesis probability. As received target return
does not necessarily follow a Gaussian distribution, the sample statistics (SS) of received
signals are used to compute each target’s hypothesis probability given by (2.13).
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3.3.2 MI-basedPWEWaveformwith SpectralVariance (MI-SV-PWE)
The MI-SV-PWE method for target class identification presented in [25] is similar to the
MI-PWE approach for deterministic target recognition where transmit adaptive waveform
is derived by scaling each target’s optimum waveform with its hypothesis probability using
the PWE method described by (2.16) and (2.17). Instead, the MI-based waveform here is
obtained from the target response spectral variance (SV) given by (2.1).
3.3.3 MI-based PWSVWaveform (MI-PWSV)
For theMI-PWSVapproach for target class identification in the presence of angle uncertainty
[25], the MI-based waveform described by (2.8) is obtained by using the updated PWSV at
every transmit iteration. The PWSV described by (2.18) is scaled by each target’s hypothesis
probability.
3.3.4 Weighted Aggregate SNR-based Waveform (SNR-SUM-PWE)
In designing transmit-adaptive weighted aggregate waveforms that incorporate probability
distribution of angular uncertainties, we assume that each ground vehicle target response
set is characterized by an ensemble of target responses at discrete azimuth and elevation
aspect angles. The data associated with a particular vehicle/target class are described by a
(nel × naz × L) matrix (Figure 3.1) where nel is the number of elevation angles, naz is the
number of azimuth angles and L is the vehicle/target impulse response length.
Depending on the frequency of occurrence of each target response in the ensemble, we
can describe the ensemble of possible target response aspect angle by a three-dimensional
probability distribution (surface). For example, consider a ground vehicle target class
identification problem on a highway, the CARr platforms tries to classify the vehicle in
front as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Given a particular aspect angle of interest, we expect that
there will be slight deviations in the azimuth and elevation angles due to vibrational motion
of vehicles, occasionally uneven road surfaces, and vehicle translational or rotational motion
while trying to maintain a straight course (Figure 3.3). To quantify aspect angle uncertainty,
consider the largest contributor of aspect angle uncertainty: translational motion of vehicle
while trying to maintain a straight course in its driving lane (see Figure 3.3a). For example,
given a lane width of 3.7 m, as dictated by the Standards for Interstate Highways [26], and




















Ensemble of target 
responses for the 
ith target
Figure 3.1. Matrix representing an ensemble of target responses as a result
of angular uncertainty in azimuth and elevation planes.
azimuth angle deviation due to the translation motion of two example vehicles is given
in Table 3.1. By utilizing adaptive SNR and MI-based waveforms in target response
recognition on a CRr platform allows for a performance gain in classification performance
(e.g. 6 dB) over wideband pulse waveforms [20], thereby extending the maximum detection
range by a factor of 1.4 to 350 m. The resulting azimuth uncertainty at this range is shown
in Table 3.1. Here, we assume that the vehicle chassis keeps a minimal distance of 0.5 m
from the lane dividers while maintaining a straight course. Given the azimuth angular
uncertainty for small and large vehicles, it is reasonable to assume that angular deviation in
this scenario is not large. We cannot possibly include all types of vehicles and calculate all
possible deviations, but it is clear that angle deviation for this scenario is relatively small.
For convenience, we assume that the target’s aspect angle exhibits a ±0.05◦ uncertainty in
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Table 3.1. Azimuth angle uncertainty estimates for vehicles.
Vehicle type Range (m) εaz(deg) Range (m) εaz(deg)
Sedan 250 ±0.09◦ 350 ±0.06◦
Truck 250 ±0.02◦ 350 ±0.0016◦
the azimuth and elevation plane. If the extent of total angle uncertainty follows a truncated
normal distribution bounded by±0.05◦, the continuous bivariate probability density surface





Figure 3.2. Ground vehicle target recognition scenario using forward-looking
SRR/MRR and LRR.
Indeed, larger deviations may be possible for various modified scenarios, but such scenarios
are beyond the scope our research and more appropriate for future work. We envision two
possible approaches to address large aspect angle variations. One approach is to perform
rough angle discrimination using a deterministic target recognition method that utilizes
the matched illumination technique outlined in Chapter 2 and described in [6], [9] for
all possible target alternatives each at a rough angle (e.g., 0.5◦ resolution). This step is
followed by target recognition with angle uncertainty technique introduced in this chapter
with a smaller angular uncertainty. Another approach is to implement target recognition








Figure 3.3. Azimuth aspect angle uncertainty due to (a) translation motion
and (b) rotation motion of vehicles along a straight road.
angle discrimination using a coarse angular resolution followed by a finer resolution.
The weighted aggregate eigenwaveform method is an adaptive waveform based on the SNR
metric given by (2.2). Consider M possible target classes, each with an ensemble of target
responses from naz azimuth angles and nel elevation angles. The azimuth angle value εaz( j)
represents the uncertainty in the azimuth plane and is denoted by the index j, while the
elevation angle value εel(k) represents the uncertainty in the elevation plane and is denoted
by the index k. Both εaz( j) and εel(k) are defined in discrete steps of δ degrees.
The eigenwaveform for each of the (naz × nel) target responses is obtained by computing the
eigenwaveform corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue such that (2.7) is satisfied. The






w j k x̄ j k, (3.1)































Figure 3.4. Pdf surface of azimuth and elevation angle uncertainty following
a truncated normal distribution.
angle and w j k is the corresponding weight.
The weights are determined based on knowledge of the bivariate probability distribution
of azimuth and elevation angular deviation. For a discrete case, the weights are described
as the probability that target response aspect angle uncertainty is in the angular region
∆θaz = εaz( j) ± δ2 and ∆θel = εel(k) ±
δ
2 such that

















The weights corresponding to each azimuth and elevation uncertainty value is illustrated in






is used in place of the SNR-based adaptive waveform described in Section 2.2.1 for target
class identification in the closed-loop platform where Ex′ is the energy of the weighted
aggregate eigenwaveform given by (3.1). Any desired energy can be accommodated by
scaling the unit energy weighted aggregate eigenwaveform in (3.3).
The transmit-adaptive waveform at each iteration of the closed-loop radar system is ob-
tained by scaling each target’s weighted aggregate eigenwaveform with its corresponding
hypothesis probability as given by (2.16). Notice that these few aggregate representative
waveforms are pre-calculated prior to operations that can easily be stored in a look-up table
(LUT) which greatly reduces the waveform library making a closed-loop system highly
implementable. For example, if M = 4, only four weighted aggregate waveforms are
needed to be stored (one weighted aggregate waveform for each target class) as opposed
to (4 × naz × nel) waveforms, which is a potentially significant number that may render the
LUT impractically large. In practice, the received ensemble does not follow the Gaussian
distribution, thus the target hypothesis probability expressed in (2.13) is used by replacing
the mean µyi and covariance Cyi with the sample mean µ̂yi and sample covariance Ĉyi of
the received signal from (2.14) and (2.15), respectively.
3.3.5 Weighted Aggregate MI-based Waveform (MI-SUM-PWE)
The weighted aggregate MI method is an adaptive waveform based on the MI metric
described by (2.8). For each of the M possible target classes, there is an ensemble of target
responses from naz azimuth angles and nel elevation angles. Recall that the azimuth angle
uncertainty εaz( j) and the elevation angle uncertainty εel(k) are defined in discrete steps of
δ degrees.
To obtain the weighted aggregate MI waveform, compute the optimum waveform for each
of the (naz × nel) target responses. The weighted aggregate MI waveform associated with a









Figure 3.5. Weights corresponding to azimuth and elevation uncertainty from
discrete bivariate truncated normal distribution with (a) a three-dimensional








w j kIDFT{X j k[ f ]}, (3.4)
where X j k[ f ] is the frequency spectrum of the individual optimum MI waveform corre-
sponding to a target variation derived from the water-filling waveform described by (2.9) and
w j k is the corresponding weight. IDFT{•} denotes the inverse discrete Fourier transform
operator.
Like the weighted aggregate eigenwaveform method, the weights are determined by the
bivariate pdf, and each weight is described as the probability that a target response aspect
angle uncertainty is in the region of ∆θaz = εaz( j) ± δ2 and ∆θel = εel(k) ±
δ
2 , as illustrated
in Figure 3.5. Mathematically, the weight corresponding to the j th azimuth angle and k th
elevation angle is described by (3.2).
The unit energy weighted aggregate MI waveform given in (3.3) is used in place of the MI-
based adaptive waveform described in Section 2.2.2 when performing target recognition
in closed-loop radar. The transmit-adaptive waveform at each iteration is obtained by
PWE where each target’s weighted aggregate MI waveform is scaled with its corresponding
hypothesis probability given in (2.16). The target hypothesis expressed in (2.13) is obtained
by replacing the mean µyi and covariance Cyi with the sample mean µ̂yi and sample
covariance Ĉyi of the received signal from (2.14) and (2.15), respectively.
3.4 Receive-Adaptive Wideband Waveform
Unlike previous works [6], [10], [20], [23], [24] where arbitrarily generated target responses
with few resonant frequency bands were used, it will be shown in this work that RCS
responses of ground vehicles are very wideband in nature. The WI waveform characterized
by an evenly distributed energy across frequencies (a flat spectrum) performs very well in
both detection and identification of these targets, which makes it an ideal benchmark against
the transmit-adaptive waveforms in this work.
3.5 Chapter Summary
Transmit-adaptive waveforms utilized in the CRr or CARr platform for target recognition
or target class identification were presented in this chapter. The waveforms for determinis-
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tic target recognition at a specific angle included the SNR-PWE and MI-PWE from [10],
[20] and the MI-PWSD waveform introduced in [25]. Each target’s matched illumination
waveform was derived by optimizing either the SNR-based or MI-based metric. We also
considered a more complex case where the aspect angle was subjected to angular uncertain-
ties in the azimuth and elevation plane. To address this problem of target class identification
in the presence of angle deviation, we introduced the SNR-SS-PWE, MI-SV-PWE and
MI-PWSV waveforms for stochastic target [19], [25]. As an added contribution, we in-
troduced two more transmit-adaptive waveform design approaches: SNR-SUM-PWE and
MI-SUM-PWE [19]. These waveforms incorporated two-dimensional angular uncertainty
information in its design methodology and utilized an aggregate sum of SNR-based or
MI-based waveforms matched to a target at various aspect angles.
25
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CHAPTER 4:
Practical Land Target Models
4.1 Introduction
In earlierworks [6], [20], [23], [28] and [29], arbitrarily generated target responses consisting
of few frequency resonances that are mostly distinct across different targets were used;
however, those frequency responses differ greatly from practical target responses. Practical
target responses consist of rich frequency components characterized by scattering centers
and physical geometry of the target. It is, therefore, imperative to use ground vehicle
target RCS signatures to ensure the validity of CRr as implementable discrimination-based
technology for autonomous vehicles in commercial applications or otherwise.
In our work, a set of four publicly available ground vehicle Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
models, shown in Figure 4.1, are modified to actual scale and size. These models are im-
ported into Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio (MWS) simulation
software where each ground vehicle’s material properties are defined. As these models are
electrically large structures, the CST MWS asymptotic solver that utilizes the ray tracing
technique is used to generate high-fidelity EM-simulated RCS responses in the frequency
bands of interest. RCS is a measure of a target’s ability to reflect transmitted radar signals,
i.e., it is the ratio of backscattered power per steradian in the direction of the radar (from
the target) to the power density intercepted by the target.
In the simulation results presented in the next chapter, a land vehicle target response
recognition problem is first considered. The land vehicle RCS responses are generated in
a S-band frequency range of 3 to 4 GHz and azimuth incidence angles of θaz = 0◦ and
θaz = 45◦. Here we assume that elevation is fixed at θel = 0◦. In investigating the adaptive
waveform performance for stochastic target recognition in the presence of aspect angle
uncertainty, we only consider angular deviation in the azimuth plane.
In our application to automotive radar of target recognition and/or identification (with
CARr) [19], we utilize specific automotive radar frequency bands: 24 to 25 GHz and 76
to 77 GHz. Here we consider a land vehicle recognition problem on a highway (or road)
27
Land Target 1: Sedan Land Target 2: Hummer
Land Target 3: Tank Land Target 4: Truck
Figure 4.1. Land vehicle target CAD models.
where the CARr platform attempts to classify the vehicle in front, as illustrated in Figure
3.2; therefore, land vehicle RCS responses are generated in the automotive frequency bands
at θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ for this application. Here, we consider a more complex case
where both the azimuth and elevation aspect angle uncertainties are present.
This chapter is organized as follows. The target frequency responses in the S-band frequency
range of 3 to 4 GHz at two specific aspect angles, and the target response spectral variances
due to azimuth angle deviations are presented in Section 4.2. Likewise, the target frequency
28
and impulse responses in the automotive radar frequency bands at a specific aspect angle
and the target response spectral variances due to azimuth and elevation uncertainties are
presented in Section 4.3. This chapter is summarized in Section 4.4.
4.2 Land Vehicle Response at S-Band Radar Frequencies
4.2.1 Target Responses at a Specific Aspect Angle
For a S-band frequency range of 3 to 4 GHz, EM-simulated frequency responses are
generated at two incidence angles: (a) 0◦ in azimuth (θaz = 0◦) and 0◦ in elevation (θel = 0◦),
and (b) 45◦ in azimuth (θaz = 45◦) and 0◦ in elevation (θel = 0◦). The magnitude-squared
frequency responses at both angles of incidence are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3,
respectively. These frequency responses are based from the RCS responses generated by
CST.




































Figure 4.2. Land target 3 to 4 GHz magnitude-squared frequency responses
at an incidence angle of θaz = 0◦ and θel = 0◦.
The frequency responses contain rich frequency components due to the physical character-
istics of the land targets. As a result, each target’s frequency response exhibits different
29


































Figure 4.3. Land target 3 to 4 GHz magnitude-squared frequency responses
at an incidence angle of θaz = 45◦ and θel = 0◦.
frequency content when the angle of waveform incidence is varied. These passband fre-
quency responses are downconverted to normalized baseband impulse responses and used
in our experiments.
4.2.2 Target Responses due to Azimuth Angle Deviation
At the S-band frequency range of 3 to 4 GHz, we consider a simpler case where only
azimuth angular uncertainty is present. The CAD models in Figure 4.1 are used to generate
high-fidelity EM-simulated target responses in the presence of azimuth deviation. For each
target, a set of five target responses at steps of 0.01◦ centered about θaz = 45◦ was generated
with elevation angle fixed at θel = 0◦. The uncertainty in each target’s frequency response
















































































Figure 4.4. Spectral variance for ensemble of 3 to 4 GHz land vehicle fre-
quency responses centered at θaz = 45◦ and θel = 0◦.
4.3 Land Vehicle Response at Automotive Radar Fre-
quency Bands
4.3.1 Target Responses at a Specific Aspect Angle
In an automotive radar for land target recognition, we are interested in classifying the
ground vehicles in a forward-looking scenario based on the target rear returns at 24 GHz
(SRR/MRR) and 77 GHz (LRR). The rear views (θaz = 180◦) of the four ground vehicle
target models are shown in Figure 4.5. Their magnitude-squared frequency responses at
180◦ in azimuth and 0◦ in elevation in two frequency bands: (a) 24 to 25 GHz, and (b) 76
to 77 GHz are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, respectively.
Recall that passband frequency responses can be downconverted to normalized baseband
signals. The baseband target impulse responses corresponding to the passband frequency
responses in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, respectively.




Figure 4.5. Land vehicle target CAD models as viewed from θaz = 180◦ (rear
view).
corresponding to scattering centers of the physical target.
Here, we note the target alternatives produce target responses with different energy/power.
A target response with a larger target response energy/power will generally result in better
classification performance than one with a lower target response energy/power; however,
since we are interested in the classification performance over all target alternatives, we
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Figure 4.6. Land target 24 to 25 GHz magnitude-squared frequency re-
sponses at an incidence angle of θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ (rear view).
concentrate our results toward average or overall classification performance (instead of
classification curves specific for individual target alternatives for brevity).
4.3.2 Target Responses due to Azimuth and Elevation Angle Deviation
As indicated before, the transmit/receive aspect angle may not necessarily be constant
but exhibits small deviations from the nominal aspect angle. The effect on vehicle/target
response depends on the extent of angle deviation.
As with the case of specific aspect angle, RCS target responses due to angular uncertainty
in both the azimuth and elevation planes are generated using the CADmodels in Figure 4.1.
For each ground vehicle target, we consider a range of angles that deviate from the expected
aspect angle of θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦. In the azimuth plane, 11 azimuth uncertainty
angles ∆θaz from −0.05◦ to 0.05◦ at steps of 0.01◦ are considered such that θaz ranges from
179.95◦ to 180.05◦. Similarly in the elevation plane, 11 elevation uncertainty angles ∆θel
from −0.05◦ to 0.05◦ at steps of 0.01◦ are considered such that θel ranges from −0.05◦
to 0.05◦. This results in a (11 × 11) grid of 121 possible target responses for a particular
33







































Figure 4.7. Land target 76 to 77 GHz magnitude-squared frequency re-
sponses at an incidence angle of θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ (rear view).
target class. The matrix structure for an ensemble of target responses in the presence of
azimuth and elevation angular uncertainty is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The ensemble of
target responses for each target class is characterized by its spectral variance given in (2.1).
The spectral variances for the ensemble of 24 to 25 GHz target responses are shown in
Figure 4.10; while the spectral variances corresponding to the ensemble of 76 to 77 GHz
target responses are shown in Figure 4.11.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the process behind generating high-fidelity EM simulated
RCS responses from practical land target CAD models. Four land targets scaled to actual
size were imported into CST’s MWS to generate their frequency responses for various
applications.
We considered S-band frequencies of 3 to 4 GHz for a land target recognition or target
class identification problem. Target frequency responses at specific aspect angles subjected
to azimuth angle uncertainty were generated. In this scenario, we assumed that elevation
34
aspect angle is fixed.
For the application of CARr in autonomous vehicles introduced in [19], we utilized auto-
motive radar frequency bands and produced target frequency responses at an applicable set
of aspect angles. Here, we considered angular deviations in both the azimuth and elevation
planes.
35












































































Figure 4.8. Land target impulse response from 24 to 25 GHz frequency
responses at an incidence angle of θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ (rear view) with
(a) real part, and (b) imaginary part.
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Figure 4.9. Land target impulse response from 76 to 77 GHz frequency
responses at an incidence angle of θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ (rear view) with












































































Figure 4.10. Spectral variances for ensembles of 24 to 25 GHz land vehicle










































































Figure 4.11. Spectral variances for ensembles of 76 to 77 GHz land vehicle
frequency responses centered at θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦.
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CHAPTER 5:
Land Target Response Recognition Results Using
EM-Simulated High-Fidelity Target Responses
5.1 Introduction
We now present the performance results for the transmit-adaptive waveforms utilized in
the CRr/CARr framework for land vehicle target response recognition and identification in
AWGN. The four ground vehicle targets in Figure 4.1 are used. The number of iterations
(or transmissions) is parameterized and MAP along with Bayesian update rule is used to
determine which vehicle target is present. The target vehicle with the highest hypothesis
probability is selected as the system’s decision. Percentage of correct classification Pcd
is used as a metric to compare transmit-adaptive waveform performance for land vehicle
target recognition in AWGN against the receiver-adaptive WI waveform. The classification
performance curves shown in subsequent chapters are such that percentage of correct
classification is normalized to one.
This chapter is organized a follows. We first consider the problem of land target recognition
using S-band frequency responses (3 to 4 GHz frequency band) in Section 5.2. The
classification performance curves of adaptive waveforms for target recognition at a specific
angle are presented in Section 5.2.1, while target class identification performance curves
due to azimuth angle deviation are presented in Section 5.2.2. The results in Section 5.3
are generated by considering target frequency responses in two automotive radar frequency
bands: 24 to 25 GHz and 76 to 77 GHz. The classification performance curves of adaptive
waveforms for target recognition at a specific angle are presented in Section 5.3.1 and target
class identification performance curves due to azimuth and elevation angle uncertainties are
presented in Section 5.3.2. The results presented in this chapter are summarized in Section
5.4.
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5.2 S-Band Frequency Range (3 to 4 GHz)
The classification performance curves of transmit-adaptive waveforms utilized in a CRr
framework for land vehicle target response recognition and identification are presented in
this section. Land target frequency responses in the S-band frequency range of 3 to 4 GHz
are utilized in our simulations.
5.2.1 Target Recognition – Specific Aspect Angle
We now present the performance results of CRr utilizing transmit-adaptive waveform for
deterministic target recognition. The following transmit-adaptive waveforms are considered




Two azimuth angles of incidence: θaz = 0◦ and θaz = 45◦ are considered. Here we assume
that elevation is fixed at θel = 0◦. The land targets whose target frequency responses at
θaz = 0◦ shown in Figure 4.2 are used to generate Pcd against transmit waveform energy
Ex over 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations. Single transmission and multiple transmissions
are considered for number of transmissions #Tx = 1,2,4,10. The performance curves for
SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, MI-PWSD, and WI waveforms for target recognition at θaz = 0◦
incidence are shown in Figure 5.1. Similarly, land target frequency responses at θaz = 45◦
incidence shown earlier in Figure 4.3 are used to generate Pcd curves at θaz = 45◦ incidence
shown in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that in our Monte Carlo simulations, we not only
vary the noise realizations, we also randomize the target present in each trial such each
target appears with equal probability in the experiment. In other words, targets with larger
RCS responses are not any more favored than targets with lower RCS. This removes the
bias of having a larger target dominating the classification performance. Besides, the case
of target energy normalization in CRr has been well experimented in [6], [9] and [10].
Referring to the classification performance curves at θaz = 0◦ incidence (Figure 5.1), SNR-
PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD all outperform theWI waveform for multiple transmissions
with the MI-PWSD achieving a slightly better Pcd over SNR-PWE and MI-PWE at low
energy. At θaz = 45◦ incidence (Figure 5.2), SNR-PWE is the best performer among
40
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Figure 5.1. Classication performance for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and
MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms for land target recognition at specic aspect
angle θaz = 0◦ and θel = 0◦ using 3 to 4 GHz frequency responses.
the waveforms except for the case of a single transmission at high energy. There is a
significant performance improvement for SNR-PWE waveform over the WI waveform and
noticeable improvement for the MI-PWE and MI-PWSD over WI waveform. The relative
performance between SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD waveforms varies with the
transmit waveform’s angle of incidence, and we expect their relative Pcd to differ when a
different set of target responses are considered.
As expected, the performance gain for SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD waveforms
over WI waveform increases with the number of transmissions. This observation is more
pronounced when θaz = 45◦ compared to the case when θaz = 0◦. It is worth noting that at
θaz = 45◦ the SNR-PWE waveform achieves a Pcd comparable or better compared to WI
with less number of transmissions. For example, the SNR-PWE waveform with four trans-
missions performs equally well as that of the wideband waveform with ten transmissions.
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Figure 5.2. Classication performance for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and
MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms for land target recognition at specic aspect
angle θaz = 45◦ and θel = 0◦ using 3 to 4 GHz frequency responses.
In general, a set of target responses with larger amplitudes results in better Pcd . This is
evident from comparing the frequency response magnitudes for both angle of incidence
cases (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) and their respective performance curves (Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2). At θaz = 0◦, all frequency responses have a significantly large amplitude
compared to the case when θaz = 45◦; therefore, at θaz = 0◦ all waveforms achieve close to
100% correct classification at a lower transmit energy compared to the case when θaz = 45◦.
5.2.2 Target Identification – due to Azimuth Angle Deviation
Now we present the performance results for adaptive waveform design methods in closed-
loop radar when each target hypothesis is characterized by a target with azimuth angle
deviation. In other words, for a single experiment, the target response corresponding to
the true hypothesis may come from any of the five possible angle responses, as discussed
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in Section 4.2.2, and may be considered random. Consequently, we attempt to classify a
target from the four alternatives, while the true target response can come from any of the
five possible responses due to angle deviation. As such, this can be considered a stochastic
target recognition problem. For this target class identification problem, the following




Target responses centered at 45◦ azimuth angle of incidence with angular deviation at steps
of 0.01◦ are utilized in our simulations. The spectral variances of land target set with
angle uncertainty shown in Figure 4.4 are used to generate the MI-based waveforms. The
Pcd performance against transmit waveform energy Ex is generated over 10,000 Monte
Carlo simulations. Single transmission and multiple transmissions are considered where
#Tx = 1,2,4. The performance curves for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSV
waveforms for target class identification in the presence of azimuth angular uncertainty
are shown in Figure 5.3. The performance curves show that for a single transmission,
SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSV perform marginally better than WI with MI-PWE
outperforming WI slightly only at low energy levels. The performance gain for SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, and MI-PWSV becomes noticeable with multiple transmissions with SNR-PWE
and MI-PWE outperforming WI consistently at all energy levels. The Pcd for MI-PWSV
matches that of SNR-PWE and MI-PWE at low energy levels but fails to maintain a similar
performance at higher energy levels. In general, the performance gain for SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, and MI-PWSV waveforms over WI waveform increases with the number of
transmissions.
5.3 Automotive Radar Frequency Bands
The classification performance curves of transmit-adaptive waveforms utilized in a CARr
framework for land vehicle target response recognition and identification are presented in
this section. Land target frequency responses in two automotive radar frequency bands
(24 to 25 GHz and 76 to 77 GHz) are utilized in our experiments. Here we consider a






































Figure 5.3. Classication performance for stochastic target class identica-
tion with azimuth angular uncertainty using WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and
MI-PWSV adaptive waveforms.
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ground vehicle targets are classified based on their rear view for most driving scenarios, i.e.,
aspect angle is θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦. We present the results for a deterministic ground
vehicle target recognition problem and ground vehicle target class identification problem in
this chapter.
5.3.1 Target Recognition – Specific Aspect Angle
For the deterministic target recognition problem where aspect angle is fixed at θaz = 180◦
and θel = 0◦ (vehicle rear view), the following transmit-adaptive waveforms are considered




The ground vehicle targets’ 24 to 25 GHz frequency responses at θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦
incidence shown in Figure 4.6 are used to generate Pcd against transmit waveform energy
Ex over 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations. Single and multiple transmissions are considered
for number of transmissions #Tx=1,2,4,10. The performance curves of WI, SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD waveforms using 24 to 25 GHz target frequency responses are
shown in Figure 5.4. Similarly, ground vehicle target 76 to 77 GHz frequency responses at
θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ incidence shown earlier in Figure 4.7 are used to generate the Pcd
for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD waveforms shown in Figure 5.5.
Referring to the classification performance curves from utilizing 24 to 25 GHz ground
vehicle frequency responses (Figure 5.4), SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD outperform
the WI waveform at most transmit energy levels for multiple transmissions with the MI-
PWE achieving a slightly better Pcd over the WI waveform. The SNR-PWE waveform is
the best performer for single and multiple transmissions with its performance gain over
the WI waveform being most pronounced at lower transmit energy levels; however, the
performance gain does not increase significantly with the number of transmissions. For a
single transmission, the overall performance of the MI-PWSD waveform matches that of
the WI and MI-PWE. Moreover, MI-PWSD shows the most improvement in performance
gain as the number of transmission increases. With four transmissions, it achieves a Pcd
similar to that from the SNR-PWE at a lower energy level than the WI and MI-PWE.
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Figure 5.4. Classication performance for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and
MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms for land target recognition at specic aspect
angle θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ using 24 to 25 GHz frequency responses.
Similarly, with the performance curves (Figure 5.5) obtained by using the 76 to 77 GHz
ground vehicle frequency response, we observe that SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD
outperform theWIwaveform at single andmultiple transmissions with SNR-PWE achieving
the best Pcd at lower transmit energy levels. Unlike the case where 24 to 25 GHz target
responses are used, the performance gain of the SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD is
more pronounced here. It is observed that the performance gain for the MI-PWE over
the WI increases slightly with the number of transmissions. The performance gain of
the MI-PWSD over the WI on the other hand increases significantly with the number of
transmissions. At Pcd = 0.90, the MI-PWSD achieves a gain of approximately 5 dB over
the WI waveform and is the best performer at high energy levels.
It is worth noting that even though SNR-PWE achieves the best overall classification perfor-
mance at most energy levels, it does not exhibit significant performance gain improvement
46
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Figure 5.5. Classication performance for WI, SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and
MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms for land target recognition at specic aspect
angle θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ using 76 to 77 GHz frequency responses.
as the number of transmissions increases. This is likely the result of vehicle targets pro-
ducing similar target response returns at θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦. From Figure 4.5, all
four vehicles look similar in that they appear as a large relatively flat surface to the forward-
looking radar; the impulse responses (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9) characterized by delta-like
functions make for correlated target set. As a vehicle target’s eigenwaveform is derived from
the target’s impulse response autocorrelation, this in turn results in some similar looking
eigenwaveforms as seen in Figure 5.6. Despite having similar looking eigenwaveforms
for incidence/observed angle θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦, the radar framework that utilizes
adaptive waveform for vehicle target recognition still achieves 100% probability of correct
classification at Ex = −10 dB units for a single transmission and at Ex = −15 dB units for
multiple transmissions, as seen in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. This is due to large RCS returns
at θaz = 180◦, where a larger RCS allows an object to be detected more easily. Recall that
the factors that influence the amount of radar energy being reflected by the vehicle target
47
include the material of target, absolute and relative size of target with respect to transmit
wavelength, shape of target, as well as the incident and reflected angle of transmitted radar
signal. A relatively flat target surface as seen by the forward-looking radar at θaz = 180◦
generally results in larger RCS returns which allows for high probability of vehicle/target
classification even at low transmit energy levels.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6. Eigenwaveform magnitude from (a) 24 to 25 GHz land vehicle
frequency response, and (b) 76 to 77 GHz land vehicle frequency response.
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5.3.2 Target Identification – due to Azimuth and Elevation Angle De-
viation
For land vehicle target recognition in the presence of aspect angle uncertainty in both the






The ensemble sets of land vehicle target 24 to 25 GHz frequency responses at θaz = 180◦
and θel = 0◦ incidence are represented by their respective spectral variance shown in Figure
4.10. Similarly, the spectral variance of each ensemble of ground vehicle target (76 to
77 GHz) frequency responses at θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦ incidence is shown in Figure
4.11. Each 11 × 11 ensemble of vehicle target responses is used over 10,000 Monte Carlo
simulations for all waveform design methods. Again, single and multiple transmissions are
considered where number of transmissions #Tx = 1,2,4.
To examine the new waveforms’ ability to accommodate land vehicle target response angle
deviation characterized by a distribution, we present the classification performance in the
presence of angular uncertainty with uniform and truncated normal distributions.
Uniformly Distributed Angular Uncertainty
Here, we consider the case where azimuth and elevation angle uncertainty is uniformly
distributed from −0.05◦ to 0.05◦, centered about θaz = 180◦ and θel = 0◦. Given that
angular uncertainty is characterized by a uniform distribution, the eigenwaveforms and
MI waveforms utilized in SNR-SUM-PWE and MI-SUM-PWE, respectively, are equally
weighted.
The Pcd against Ex for all adaptive waveform design methods using the ensemble of 24
to 25 GHz vehicle target frequency responses is shown in Figure 5.7a. To better visualize
the performance gain of each transmit-adaptive waveform over the receive-adaptive WI












































































Figure 5.7. Classication performance for WI, SNR-SS-PWE, SNR-SUM-
PWE, MI-SV-PWE, MI-SUM-PWE, MI-PWSV adaptive waveforms using
24 to 25 GHz land vehicle frequency responses with uniformly distributed
azimuth and elevation angular uncertainty. (a) Transmit energy from -50
dB to -10 dB; (b) transmit energy from -40 dB to -26 dB.
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The new SNR-SUM-PWE transmit-adaptive waveform achieves the best performance for
single and multiple transmissions across the range of transmit energy considered. For
a single transmission, the SNR-SUM-PWE outperforms the WI waveform by 4 dB at
Pcd = 0.70 and approximately 5 dB at Pcd = 0.70 for multiple transmissions. The
performance gain achieved by the SNR-SUM-PWE over the WI waveform is significantly
larger than the other transmit-adaptive waveforms considered. The MI-PWSV achieves
the next best classification performance with a performance gain over the WI waveform of
1.5 dB at Pcd = 0.70. Its position as the second best waveform at higher transmit energy
is more noticeable as the number of transmissions increases. The other transmit-adaptive
waveforms, SNR-SS-PWE, MI-SV-PWE, and MI-SUM-PWE generally outperform the WI
waveform slightly with their performance gain being more pronounced with higher transmit
energy and multiple transmissions.
Likewise, the Pcd against Ex for all adaptivewaveform designmethods using the ensemble of
76 to 77 GHz vehicle target frequency responses is shown in Figure 5.8a. To better visualize
the performance gain of each transmit-adaptive waveform over the receive-adaptive WI
waveform, a portion of the performance graph is zoomed in (Figure 5.8b).
The new SNR-SUM-PWE transmit-adaptive waveform achieves the best performance for
multiple transmissions. For a single transmission, the SNR-SUM-PWE outperforms other
waveforms only at lower transmit energy levels. Nevertheless, the SNR-SUM-PWEachieves
a performance gain of approximately 3 dB over the WI waveform at Pcd = 0.70 with
lower transmit energy, a significantly larger performance gain compared to other adaptive
waveforms. The other transmit-adaptive waveforms outperform the WI waveform with
the MI-SUM-PWE achieving a slightly better Pcd , followed by MI-SV-PWE, MI-PWSV,
and, lastly, SNR-SS-PWE. The performance gain for the MI-SUM-PWE, MI-SV-PWE, and
MI-PWSV may be moderate with a single transmission but improves with the number of
transmissions. At four transmissions, the MI-SUM-PWE produces a performance gain of
approximately 2 dB over the WI waveform at Pcd = 0.70.
Truncated Normally Distributed Angular Uncertainty
Here, we examine the new waveforms’ classification performance with the aspect angle
uncertainty characterized by a truncated normal distribution. A truncated normal dis-












































































Figure 5.8. Classication performance for WI, SNR-SS-PWE, SNR-SUM-
PWE, MI-SV-PWE, MI-SUM-PWE, MI-PWSV adaptive waveforms using
76 to 77 GHz land vehicle frequency responses with uniformly distributed
azimuth and elevation angular uncertainty. (a) Transmit energy from -50
dB to -10 dB; (b) transmit energy from -40 dB to -26 dB.
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X ∼ N(µ,σ2) by bounding the random variable such that X ∈ (a, b),−∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞.
The azimuth angle uncertainty follows a truncated normal distribution between −0.05◦ to
0.05◦ with mean µaz = θaz = 180◦ and standard deviation σaz = 0.05◦/3. Similarly,
elevation angle uncertainty is described by a truncated normal distribution from −0.05◦
to 0.05◦ with mean θel = 0◦ and standard deviation σel = 0.05◦/3. The angular uncer-
tainty in the azimuth and elevation plane is, thus, bounded from −0.05◦ to 0.05◦ such that
3σaz = 3σel = 0.05◦. The continuous bivariate truncated normal distribution is described
by the pdf surface in Figure 3.4. The weights used to compute the SNR-SUM-PWE and
MI-SUM-PWE waveforms correspond to the probabilities in discrete bins as illustrated in
Figure 3.5 and given by (3.2). Since the pdf is truncated, the area under pdf is ensured to
sum to unity.
The Pcd against Ex for all adaptive waveform design methods using the ensemble of 24
to 25 GHz vehicle target frequency responses is shown in Figure 5.9a. To better visualize
the performance gain of each transmit-adaptive waveform over the receive-adaptive WI
waveform, a portion of the performance graph is zoomed in (Figure 5.9b).
The SNR-SUM-PWE transmit-adaptive waveform achieves the best performance for single
and multiple transmissions across the range of transmit energy considered. For a single
transmission, the SNR-SUM-PWE outperforms the WI waveform by 4 dB at Pcd = 0.70
and approximately 3 dB at Pcd = 0.70 for multiple transmissions. The performance gain
achieved by the SNR-SUM-PWE over theWI waveform is significantly larger than the other
transmit-adaptive waveforms for a single transmission. The MI-PWSV achieves the next
best classification performance after the SNR-SUM-PWE with a performance gain over
the WI waveform of 1.5 dB at Pcd = 0.70. Its performance gain over the other transmit-
adaptive and WI waveforms increases with the number of transmissions at higher transmit
energy levels. The other transmit-adaptive waveforms, SNR-SS-PWE, MI-SV-PWE, and
MI-SUM-PWE, generally outperform theWIwaveform slightlywith higher transmit energy.
The Pcd against Ex for all adaptive waveform design methods using the ensemble of 76 to
77 GHz vehicle target frequency responses is shown in Figure 5.10a. To better visualize
the performance gain of each transmit-adaptive waveform over the receive-adaptive WI
waveform, a portion of the performance graph is zoomed in (Figure 5.10b).












































































Figure 5.9. Classication performance for WI, SNR-SS-PWE, SNR-SUM-
PWE, MI-SV-PWE, MI-SUM-PWE, MI-PWSV adaptive waveforms using
24 to 25 GHz land vehicle frequency responses with truncated normally dis-
tributed azimuth and elevation angular uncertainty. (a) Transmit energy












































































Figure 5.10. Classication performance for WI, SNR-SS-PWE, SNR-SUM-
PWE, MI-SV-PWE, MI-SUM-PWE, MI-PWSV adaptive waveforms using
76 to 77 GHz land vehicle frequency responses with truncated normally dis-
tributed azimuth and elevation angular uncertainty. (a) Transmit energy
from -50 dB to -10 dB; (b) transmit energy from -40 dB to -26 dB.
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multiple transmissions across the range of transmit energy considered. For a single trans-
mission, the SNR-SUM-PWE outperforms other waveforms only with lower transmit en-
ergy; at transmit energy levels greater than −25 (dB units) its classification performance
is marginally poorer than the rest of the waveforms. Nevertheless, the SNR-SUM-PWE
achieves a performance gain of approximately 4 dB over theWIwaveform at Pcd = 0.70with
lower transmit energy, a significantly larger performance gain compared to other adaptive
waveforms. The other transmit-adaptive waveform outperforms the WI waveform slightly,
achieving a performance gain of 1 dB or less over the WI waveform.
Classification Performance Comparison
To learn which automotive frequency band is better (24 to 25 GHz or 76 to 77 GHz) in terms
of Pcd (for the vehicles, aspect angle, and its uncertainty distributions considered in this
work), the classification performance curves presented in Figure 5.7–5.10 are reorganized
and shown in Figure 5.11–5.13. The Pcd curves using target responses at 24 to 25 GHz and
76 to 77 GHz described by the uniform and truncated normal distributions for the WI and
SNR-SS-PWE are shown in Figure 5.11. The performance curves using target responses at
24 to 25 GHz and 76 to 77 GHz described by the uniform and truncated normal distributed
for the MI-SV-PWE and MI-PWSV are presented in Figure 5.12. Likewise, the Pcd curves
using target responses at 24 to 25 GHz and 76 to 77 GHz described by the uniform and
truncated normal distributions for SNR-SUM-PWE andMI-SUM-PWE are shown in Figure
5.13.
In general, using 76 to 77 GHz target frequency responses results in better classification
performance compared to using 24 to 25 GHz target frequency responses. This is the result
of larger frequency response magnitudes at 76 to 77 GHz compared to that at 24 to 25 GHz
(Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). A target’s RCS is inversely proportional to the square of the
transmit wavelength; hence, higher transmit frequencies lead to larger target responses.
Intuitively, we expect the adaptive waveform classification performance in the presence of
truncated normally distribution angle uncertainty to be better than the case where angle
uncertainty is uniformly distributed. A larger angular deviation may result in a more
dramatic change in target response. As such, larger azimuth and elevation uncertainty
results in a more diverse ensemble of target responses. This observation is evident in the












































































Figure 5.11. Comparing classication performance for receive-adaptive WI
and transmit-adaptive SNR-SS-PWE waveforms with dierent frequency re-













































































Figure 5.12. Comparing classication performance for transmit-adaptive MI-
SV-PWE and MI-PWSV waveforms with dierent frequency responses and













































































Figure 5.13. Comparing classication performance for transmit-adaptive
SNR-SUM-PWE and MI-SUM-PWE waveforms with dierent frequency re-
sponses and angular uncertainty distributions. (a) SNR-SUM-PWE wave-





Figure 5.14. Ensembles of eigenwaveforms and their corresponding sum from
24 to 25 GHz land vehicle target frequency responses.
this, we refer to the eigenwaveforms associated with the ensemble of target responses and its
corresponding uniformly weighted eigenwaveform sum at 24 to 25 GHz (Figure 5.14) and
76 to 77 GHz (Figure 5.15). The ensemble of 24 to 25 GHz target responses for the sedan,
hummer and truck exhibit limited variations across the ensemble; however, the ensemble of
target response for the tank at 24 to 25 GHz is spectrally diverse across the ensemble. Unlike
the 24 to 25 GHz frequency responses for the tank, the 76 to 77 GHz frequency responses
for the tank are more spectrally concentrated even though they are also spectrally diverse
across the ensemble. At 24 to 25 GHz, the waveforms do not always perform better in the





Figure 5.15. Ensembles of eigenwaveforms and their corresponding sum from
76 to 77 GHz land vehicle target frequency responses.
to the presence of numerous spectrally diverse target response deviations. The difference
in classification performance at 24 to 25 GHz for both angle uncertainty distributions is
generally less pronounced for the receive-adaptive WI waveform and transmit-adaptive MI-




In this chapter, we evaluated the classification performance of land vehicle target recognition
at a specific angle and land target class identification with angle uncertainty using transmit-
adaptive waveforms in CRr. We considered S-band frequencies of 3 to 4 GHz and examined
the performance gain of SNR and MI-based transmit-adaptive waveforms over the receiver-
adaptive wideband pulse waveform for single and multiple transmissions. The results from
simulations showed that there is moderate to significant improvement for SNR-PWE, MI-
PWE, and MI-PWSD/PWSV waveforms over receiver-adaptive wideband pulse waveform
with the SNR-PWE outperforming the MI-PWE in some cases. The relative performance
of the SNR-PWE and MI-PWE varied with the angle of incidence with both waveforms
maintaining their performance gain over a wideband pulse waveform.
We also considered an application of the CARr framework using forward-looking automo-
tive radar in autonomous vehicles. In investigating the land target recognition performance
for the proposed CARr platform, we considered two cases: deterministic ground vehicle
recognition and a more difficult case of ground vehicle class identification in the pres-
ence of angular uncertainties. The classification performance gain of SNR and MI-based
transmit-adaptive waveforms over receiver-adaptive WI waveform for single and multiple
transmissions was presented for both cases. For the latter case, two new adaptive wave-
forms, SNR-SUM-PWE and MI-SUM-PWE waveforms with the flexibility to incorporate
additional knowledge regarding the probability distribution of angular uncertainties were
introduced. The classification performance curves of these newly introduced waveforms
in the presence of angular uncertainties described by the uniform and truncated normal
distributions were presented and compared against receive-adaptive WI and other transmit-
adaptive waveforms. To ensure validity of results, high-fidelity ground vehicles signatures
were generated in CSTMWSusing accurate and detailed ground vehicle CADmodels at two
automotive frequency bands: 24 to 25 GHz and 76 to 77 GHz. The results from simulations
showed that for deterministic ground vehicle recognition, transmit-adaptive waveforms gen-
erally outperformed the receive-adaptiveWIwaveformswith SNR-PWE achieving typically
the greatest performance gain over the WI waveform. Likewise for ground vehicle class
identification, transmit-adaptive waveforms showed moderate to significant improvements
over the WI waveform. The newly introduced SNR-SUM-PWE consistently outperformed
the WI and other transmit-adaptive waveforms, achieving significant performance gain at
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most transmit energy levels.
While MI-PWSD and MI-PWSV were effective in some cases, they require significantly
more computational resources over other adaptive waveforms that utilize PWE updates in
(2.16) and (2.17), as first reported in [20]. As distributed real-time CRr gains popularity,
a key challenge is to reduce or limit optimization delay for these techniques such that real
time-time requirements are accommodated; therefore, the marginal performance gain from
utilizing PWSD and PWSV updates (given by (2.19) and (2.18), respectively) in some cases
does not justify the additional computation time and resources required. The PWE method,
which outperformed the PWSD/PWSV in several cases, does not have this issue since the
few matched waveforms needed are pre-calculated.
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CHAPTER 6:
Jammer-Nulling Adaptive Waveform Design in the
EW Domain
6.1 Introduction
CRr is a closed-loop dynamic radar architecture where the operation of the receiver and
transmitter is controlled adaptively through provision for feedback about the electromagnetic
EM environment [1]. As a result, care must be taken in designing the transmit waveform
based on feedback from the CRr interactions with the environment. The use of experience
gained through interactions with the EM environment in a CRr framework to maintain
stable and reliable operation mirrors the essence of EW and the interactions between its
subdivisions: ES, EA, and EP. ES comprises tasks that intercept, detect, and identify sources
of radiated EM energy for the purpose of maintaining spectrum situational awareness, EA
involves the use of EM energy to disrupt one’s ability to utilize the EM spectrum (this
includes jamming), and EP protects equipment, capabilities, and personnel against EA [21].
In this chapter, we introduce two new jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms de-
signed to suppress the effects of noise jammers on target recognition: (a) SINR-based,
and (b) MI-based jammer-nulling waveforms. The adaptive waveform at each closed-loop
transmission is obtained by the PWE or PWSD method that mitigates jammer interfer-
ence. The jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms serve as a countermeasure against noise
jammer signals that disrupt the CRr platform’s ability to correctly classify air vehicular
targets using jammer-uncompensated adaptive waveforms. To examine the performance of
jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms in the presence of noise jammers, we consider an EW
domain aircraft target recognition problem as presented in our earlier works [30], [31].
This chapter is organized as follows. The SINR-based jammer-nulling waveform design and
its corresponding SNR-based jammer-uncompensated waveform are introduced in Section
6.2. Likewise, the MI-based jammer-nulling waveform and its corresponding MI-based
jammer-uncompensated waveform are presented in Section 6.3. A closed-loop radar frame-
work for target recognition mitigates jamming interference and incorporates the probability-
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weighted waveform update methodologies for adaptive waveform design are described in
Section 6.4. This chapter is summarized in Section 6.5.
6.2 Jammer-Nulling SINR-Based Waveform Design
The complex-valued baseband signal model of a target subjected to jammer noise in-
terference and AWGN is shown in Figure 6.1. Let x j[n] be a finite-energy complex-
valued jammer-nulling transmit waveform vector of length L with DFT X j[ f ] where
f = 0,1/L,2/L, ...,1 − 1/L. Let h[n] represent a deterministic target with discrete Fourier
transform H[ f ]. Let j[n] represent a noise jammer with PSD Sj j[ f ]. Letw[n] be a complex-
valued noise from the receiver hardware with PSD Snn[ f ]. The received signal plus jammer
interference and noise vector is y[n] = s[n] + j[n] + w[n] where s[n] is the convolution of
the transmit waveform and target response (s[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n]).
j
Figure 6.1. Complex baseband signal model with target in AWGN and jam-
mer noise interference.




|H[ f ]|2 |X j[ f ]|2
Sj j[ f ] + Snn[ f ]
∆ f , (6.1)
where jammer PSD Sj j[ f ] is incorporated in the SINR expression and ∆ f = 1/L.
The finite-duration, energy-constrained jammer-nulling waveform x j[n] that maximizes
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SINR at the receiver-filter output is obtained from the solution to the Fredholm equation
λmax x̂ j[n] =
∑
k
x̂ j[n]R̂j,h[n − k], (6.2)
where x̂ j[n] is the maximum eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λmax




L(Sj j[ f ] + Snn[ f ])
}
. (6.3)
A complete vector formulation can be implemented such that the received energy due to the
target return is given as
Er = ExEhx̄†j H̄
†R−1jn H̄x̄ j = ExEhx̄
†
j R̄T x̄ j, (6.4)
where h =
√
Ehh̄ such that Eh is the target response energy and h̄ is the corresponding unit
energy vector; x j =
√
Ex x̄ j where Ex is the transmit waveform energy and x̄ j is the unit
energy vector. The total autocorrelation R̄T is a function of the target convolution matrix H̄
and interference-plus-noise autocorrelation R̄ jn = R̄ j + R̄n.
The jammer-nulling matched transmit waveform based on maximizing SINR criterion in
(6.1) is obtained by performing the generalized eigenvalue-decomposition of R̄T in (6.4)




where Er,λmax is the received energy that results from transmitting the optimum jammer-
nulling waveform x̄ j = q̄max.
The jammer-uncompensated SNR-based transmit-adaptive waveform can easily be calcu-
lated by setting Sj j[ f ] = 0 and maximizing the metric in (6.1). Note that the SNR metric
used to derive the jammer-uncompensated SNR-based waveform is equivalent to the ex-
pression given in (2.2) and [7], [8].
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6.3 Jammer-Nulling MI-Based Waveform Design
The MI between an ensemble of Gaussian targets and the received signal in the presence of
jammer interference and AWGN is






|X j[ f ]|2σ2H[ f ]
L(Sj j[ f ] + Snn[ f ])
]
∆ f , (6.6)
where y is the receiver output signal, h is the stochastic target impulse response, x is the
transmit waveform with length L and Sj j[ f ] is the jammer interference PSD.
The jammer-nulling waveform that optimizes MI in (6.6) with respect to |X j[ f ]|2 is given
by a waterfilling waveform spectrum
|X j[ f ]|2 = max
[
0, A −




where |X j[ f ]|2 is the ESD of the jammer-nulling transmit waveform x j[n], σ2H[ f ] is the
ESV of length L, and Snn[ f ] is the receiver noise PSD.





L(Sj j[ f ] + Snn[ f ])
σ2H[ f ]
]
∆ f ≤ Ex, (6.8)
where A can be found by simple methods such as the bisection algorithm.
The jammer-uncompensated MI-based transmit-adaptive waveform is obtained by optimiz-
ing the MI metric in (6.6) with Sj j[ f ] = 0. Note that the MI metric utilized to obtain the
jammer-uncompensated MI-based waveform is equivalent to the expression given in (2.8)
and [7], [8].
6.4 Closed-Loop Radar Platform for Target Recognition
in Jammer Interference
The application of jammer-nulling adaptive matched waveform design in CRr for target



















Figure 6.2. Block diagram of a CRr platform for aircraft target response
recognition using jammer-nulling adaptive matched waveform design.
number of transmissions, and MAP is used to determine the target decision based on the
most likely hypothesis after the last waveform transmission.
Similar to the land vehicle target recognition problem considered earlier, here we also
consider a target recognition problem where one of the M possible targets is present. We
apply MHT where the ith hypothesis is characterized by the target response hi and its
convolution matrix H̄i where i = 1,2, ...,M . A Bayesian representation of the channel is
formulated where the target hypotheses are denoted byH1,H2, ...,HM with corresponding
prior probabilities P1,P2, ...,PM . In discrete-time implementation, the ith hypothesis is
expressed as




Ex x̄i + j + w, (6.9)
where hi is the ith target impulse response.








− (y − si)
†
C−1jn (y − si)
]
, (6.10)
where C jn = R jn = R j + σ2I and Ly is the length of y.
In a CRr framework that utilizes adaptive waveform design, the jammer-nulling matched
waveform for each target hypothesis is derived by utilizing SINR or MI-based metrics.
The transmit waveform is obtained by scaling each target’s optimum waveform with its
corresponding hypothesis probability from (6.10) using the PWE or PWSDmethod outlined
in Section 2.4.
The closed-loop radar system preserves information and knowledge obtained through previ-
ous received signals and iterations using a Bayesian probability update rule given by (2.20)
for the ith target at (k + 1)th iteration.
6.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced two new jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms applied
toCRr framework for aircraft target response recognition in the presence of jammer noise and
AWGN [30], [31]. These jammer-nulling waveforms function as countermeasure against
jamming signals that disrupt the CRr platform’s ability to classify the target accurately when
using jammer-uncompensated waveforms. The jammer-nulling waveforms were derived by
utilizing the SINR or MI metrics, while the adaptive waveforms are obtained by the jammer
incorporated PWE and PWSD method.
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CHAPTER 7:
Practical Aircraft Target Models
7.1 Introduction
In line with our approach taken toward investigating the classification performance of
adaptive waveforms using practical land vehicle target responses, we utilize practical RCS
responses of aircraft targets to examine the performance of jammer-nulling adaptive wave-
forms. In generating simulated target RCS signatures, we utilize four aircraft CAD models,
shown in Figure 7.1, which are modified to actual scale and size. The publicly available
CAD models are either cost-free or for a fee. These models are imported into CST MWS
simulation software where asymptotic solver that utilizes the ray-tracing technique is used
to generate EM-simulated RCS responses.
Air Target 1: F35 Air Target 2: F15
Air Target 3: RQ1B Predator Air Target 4: B2 Spirit
Figure 7.1. Aircraft target CAD models.
This chapter is organized as follows. The aircraft target frequency responses in the X-band
frequency range and their corresponding impulse responses are presented in Section 7.2.
This chapter is summarized in Section 7.3.
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7.2 Aircraft Target Response
Airborne EW receivers, like the radar warning receiver (RWR) typically operate in the 0.5
to 18 GHz frequency range with airborne intercept applications operating in the X-band
(8 to 12 GHz); hence, in this dissertation we consider aircraft target frequency responses
between 9 to 10 GHz. The 9 to 10 GHz magnitude-squared frequency responses at head-
on angle of incidence, i.e., θaz = 0◦ and θel = 0◦, based on RCS responses generated
in CST are shown in Figure 7.2. The frequency responses are wideband and contain
rich frequency components, making the wideband impulse waveform described in Section
3.4 a good candidate waveform for all the targets. Indeed, it is used as a benchmark to
compare with adaptive waveforms. Similar to the land target frequency responses, these
aircraft passband frequency responses are downconverted to normalized baseband impulse
responses as shown in Figure 7.3. The aircraft target impulse responses (real part) consist
of delta-like functions and appear slightly correlated due to physical similarities between
aircraft.






































Figure 7.2. Aircraft target 9 to 10 GHz magnitude-squared frequency re-
sponses at an incidence angle of θaz = 0◦ and θel = 0◦.
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7.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the aircraft target CAD models utilized and the steps taken to
generate high-fidelity EM simulated RCS responses in CST’s MWS. In our work on aircraft
target detection and/or recognition applications, we considered target frequency responses
in the X-band regime.
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Figure 7.3. Air target impulse response from 9 to 10 GHz frequency responses
at an incidence angle of θaz = 0◦ and θel = 0◦ (rear view) with (a) real part,
and (b) imaginary part.
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CHAPTER 8:
Aircraft Target Response Recognition Results Using
Jammer-Nulling Adaptive Waveforms
8.1 Introduction
We now present the performance results of CRr utilizing jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive
waveforms for aircraft target recognition in the presence of narrowband (NBJ), frequency
sweep (SWJ), or base (BJ) noise jammer interference. The four aircraft targets in Figure 7.1
are used. Likewise, the number of transmissions by the closed-loop system is parameter-
ized, and the MAP detection rule is used to classify the target. The target with the highest
hypothesis probability is selected as the system’s decision. The percentage of correct classi-
fication Pcd is used as a metric to quantify and compare jammer-nulling adaptive waveform
performance against the jammer-uncompensated waveforms and the WI waveform. Here,
we assume that the noise jammer interference is due to a NBJ, SWJ, or BJ with AWGN.
The impulse responses corresponding to the target aircraft shown in Figure 7.3 are used in
the experiments to generate Pcd against transmit waveform energy Ex over 100,000 Monte
Carlo simulations. Single and multiple transmissions are considered where the number of
transmissions are #Tx = 1,2,4,10.
This chapter is organized as follows. The classification performance curves of jammer-
nulling and jammer-uncompensated waveforms in the presence of NBJ interference and
AWGN are presented in Section 8.2. Likewise, the classification performance curves of
jammer-nulling and their corresponding jammer-uncompensated waveforms in the presence
of SWJ interference andAWGNare presented in Section 8.3. The classification performance
curves of jammer-nulling and jammer-uncompensated waveforms in the presence of BJ
interference and AWGN are presented in 8.4. The results presented in this chapter are
summarized in Section 8.5.
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8.2 Target Recognition in NBJ Interference
Here, we consider an aircraft target recognition problem in the presence of NBJ interference
and AWGN. The classification performance curves of narrowband jammer-nulling transmit-
adaptive waveforms are compared against their jammer-uncompensated counterparts and
the receiver-adaptiveWIwaveform. The narrowband jammer-nullingwaveforms considered
are:
• narrowband jammer-nulling SINR-based PWE waveform (JN-SINR-PWE),
• narrowband jammer-nulling MI-based PWE (JN-MI-PWE), and
• narrowband jammer-nulling MI-based PWSD waveform (JN-MI-PWSD).




In investigating the performance gain of jammer-nulling waveforms over uncompensated
waveforms, we consider two arbitrarily generated NBJ interferences shown in Figure 8.1:
(a) NBJ-1 with bandwidth from 9.4 to 9.6 GHz and (b) NBJ-2 with bandwidth from 9.8 to
10 GHz with jammer-to-noise ratio JNR = 20 dB and PSD Sj j[ f ] shown in Figure 8.1a and
Figure 8.1b, respectively. The target response frequencies affected by the respective NBJs
are illustrated in Figure 8.2.
8.2.1 TargetRecognitionwith Jammer-UncompensatedAdaptiveWave-
forms in NBJ Interference
The classification performance curves of jammer-uncompensatedWI, SNR-PWE,MI-PWE,
and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in the presence of NBJ-1 and NBJ-2 are shown in
Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4, respectively. Referring to Figure 8.3, the performance gain
of transmit-adaptive waveforms over the WI waveform is more pronounced in this case
with SNR-PWE achieving the best performance with a single transmission and MI-PWSD
achieving improved Pcd with greater number of transmissions. With high frequency NBJ-
2, the target recognition performance in Figure 8.4 shows that Pcd of transmit-adaptive
waveforms is significantly affected. The performance of the MI-PWE waveform is the best
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1. NBJ noise PSD normalized in frequency corresponding to 9 to
10 GHz with JNR = 20 dB and AWGN set at 1W. (a) NBJ-1; (b) NBJ-2.








































Figure 8.2. Aircraft target 9 to 10 GHz magnitude-squared frequency re-
sponses with narrowband jammers NBJ-1 and NBJ-2.
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amongst all transmit-adaptive waveforms, achieving comparable Pcd to that from the WI
waveform. Interestingly, the WI waveform outperforms the transmit-adaptive SNR-PWE
and MI-PWSD in this case. The relative performance of transmit-adaptive waveforms
compared to the receive-adaptive WI waveform differs due to target response frequency
components affected by the NBJ. With reference to Figure 8.2, although all the targets are
generally wideband, themagnitude frequency responses are slightly greater in 9.8 to 10GHz
frequency band compared to the 9.4 to 9.6 GHz band for the F35 and RQ-1B. Introducing
a NBJ in the 9.8 to 10 GHz frequency band will, therefore, impact the classification
performance of transmit-adaptive waveforms more significantly.
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Figure 8.3. Classication performance for jammer-uncompensated WI, SNR-
PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in NBJ-1 noise and
AWGN.
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Figure 8.4. Classication performance for jammer-uncompensated WI, SNR-
PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in NBJ-2 noise and
AWGN.
8.2.2 Target Recognition with Jammer-Nulling Adaptive Waveforms
in NBJ Interference
The classification performance curves of jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms JN-SINR-
PWE, JN-MI-PWE, and JN-MI-PWSD in the presence of NBJ-1 and NBJ-2 are shown in
Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6, respectively. With NBJ-1 and AWGN (Figure 8.5), the JN-SINR-
PWE waveform achieves the best Pcd with single transmission, with a 3 dB performance
gain over the WI waveform at Pcd = 0.70. With multiple transmissions, the JN-SINR-
PWE is generally the best performer, maintaining a 3 to 4 dB performance gain over WI
waveform at Pcd = 0.70. Although the performance curves of JN-MI-PWE and JN-MI-
PWSD are marginally better than the WI with a single transmission, the Pcd improves
with the number of transmissions. The improvement of classification performance with
number of transmissions is more pronounced for the JN-MI-PWSD waveform. With ten
transmissions, the JN-MI-PWSD waveform Pcd approaches that of the JN-SINR-PWE for
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certain transmit energy levels. Likewise, with NBJ-2 andAWGN (Figure 8.6), the JN-SINR-
PWE waveform is the best performer with single and multiple transmissions, achieving a
4 dB performance gain over theWIwaveform at Pcd = 0.70. The classification performance
curves of the JN-MI-PWE and JN-MI-PWSD are marginally better than the WI waveform
for a single transmission with the JN-MI-PWE maintaining its performance gain over the
WI waveform as the number of transmissions increases. The JN-MI-PWSD, however, loses
its performance gain over the WI as the number of transmissions increases.
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Figure 8.5. Classication performance for narrowband jammer-nulling adap-
tive waveforms WI, JN-SINR-PWE, JN-MI-PWE, and JN-MI-PWSD in NBJ-
1 noise and AWGN.
The performance curves for the jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms and the jammer-
uncompensated adaptive waveforms with NBJ-1 noise and AWGN in Figure 8.3 and Figure
8.5 are shown together in Figure 8.7 to facilitate comparison. The transmit-adaptive JN-
SINR-PWE, JN-MI-PWE, JN-MI-PWSD and the uncompensated SNR-PWE, MI-PWE,
MI-PWSD generally perform better than the WI waveform in the presence of NBJ-1 noise
and AWGN. The JN-SINR-PWE achieves the best classification performance for a single
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Figure 8.6. Classication performance for narrowband jammer-nulling adap-
tive waveforms WI, JN-SINR-PWE, JN-MI-PWE, and JN-MI-PWSD in NBJ-
2 noise and AWGN.
transmission. For multiple transmissions, JN-SINR-PWE is one of the best performers,
which is followed closely by the JN-MI-PWSD. It is worth noting that for a single transmis-
sion, the uncompensated SNR-PWE achieves a slightly better Pcd than the JN-MI-PWE and
JN-MI-PWSD. Nevertheless, the Pcd of the JN-MI-PWSD improves with the number of
transmissions. With two transmissions, the JN-MI-PWSD performance matches that of the
uncompensated SNR-PWE; with four transmissions the JN-MI-PWSD Pcd exceeds that of
the uncompensated SNR-PWE at most transmit energy levels. Similarly, the performance
of the JN-MI-PWE improves with the number of transmission; by ten transmissions, the
JN-MI-PWE achieves a similar Pcd as the uncompensated SNR-PWE.
Likewise, the performance curves for the jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms and the
jammer-uncompensated adaptive waveforms with NBJ-2 noise and AWGN in Figure 8.4
and Figure 8.6 are shown together in Figure 8.8 for easy comparison. The improvement in
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Figure 8.7. Classication performance comparison for JN-SINR-PWE, JN-
MI-PWE, and JN-MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms with uncompensated coun-
terparts in the presence of NBJ-1 noise and AWGN.
classification performance of jamming nulling adaptive waveforms over their uncompen-
sated counterparts is more pronounced in the presence of NBJ-2 noise as this jammer affects
significant portions of the target frequency responses. The JN-SINR-PWE achieves the best
classification performance for single and multiple transmissions, followed by the JN-MI-
PWEand JI-MI-PWSD.Unlike the previous casewhereNBJ-1 is present, all jammer-nulling
adaptive waveforms perform better than the uncompensated counterparts in the presence of
NBJ-2 noise.
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Figure 8.8. Classication performance comparison for JN-SINR-PWE, JN-
MI-PWE, and JN-MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms with uncompensated coun-
terparts in the presence of NBJ-2 noise and AWGN.
8.3 Target Recognition in SWJ Interference
Now we present the classification performance of sweep jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive
waveforms in the presence of SWJ interference and compare their performance against
jammer-uncompensated waveforms and the receiver-adaptive WI waveform. A frequency
sweep jammer is a narrowband noise jammer swept in time across the frequency band.
Here we consider an arbitrarily generated frequency-sweep jammer with jammer-to-noise
ratio JNR = 20 dB that sweeps from 9 GHz to 10 GHz for every five or ten transmissions.
The jammer PSDs Sj j,k[ f ] for k = 1,2, ...,5 and k = 1,2, ...,10 are shown in Figure 8.9.
Since the sweep jammer utilizes a different band for each transmission, the corresponding
sweep jammer-nulling SINR or MI-based waveform is obtained by replacing Sj j[ f ] in (6.1)
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or (6.6) with the new jammer PSD at the k th transmission Sj j,k[ f ].
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Figure 8.9. SWJ noise PSD normalized in frequency corresponding to 9 to
10 GHz with JNR = 20 dB and AWGN set at 1W (a) for ve transmissions,
and (b) for ten transmissions.
The sweep jammer-nulling waveforms considered are:
• frequency sweep jammer-nulling SINR-based PWE waveform (SJN-SINR-PWE),
• frequency sweep jammer-nulling MI-based PWE (SJN-MI-PWE), and
• frequency sweep jammer-nulling MI-based PWSD waveform (SJN-MI-PWSD).




The classification performance curves of jammer-nulling and jammer-uncompensated coun-
terparts in the presence of SWJ noise and AWGN are shown in Figure 8.10. The sweep
jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms outperform the uncompensated waveforms at all trans-
mit energy levels with SJN-MI-PWSD achieving the best Pcd out of all sweep jammer-
nulling waveforms. For #Tx = 5, the sweep jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms
achieve a performance gain of 4 to 6 dB over the WI waveform and a performance gain
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of 2 to 3 dB over their jammer-uncompensated transmit-adaptive counterparts (SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, MI-PWSD) at Pcd = 0.9. Similarly, with #Tx = 10, the sweep jammer-nulling
waveforms achieve gain of 6 to 7 dB over the WI waveform and a performance gain of 4 to 5
dB over their jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive counterparts at Pcd = 0.9. The performance
gain of sweep jammer-nulling waveforms improves with the number of transmissions. It
is worth noting that the uncompensated transmit-adaptive waveforms achieve a moderate
performance gain over the WI waveform at higher transmit energy levels.
Figure 8.10. Classication performance for sweep jammer-nulling SJN-SINR-
PWE, SJN-MI-PWE, SJN-MI-PWSD and uncompensated WI, SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in SWJ noise and AWGN.
8.4 Target Recognition in BJ Interference
We now consider an aircraft target recognition problem in the presence of BJ interference
and AWGN. A base jammer is a type of barrage jamming where one radar is jammed
effectively at all frequencies. The jammer may be physically located on the aircraft or far
away from the aircraft target such as a ground jammer where our signal model also applies.
In Figure 6.2, we assume the base jammer is on the true target hypothesis (in a RCS response
recognition problem) such that this target “present” transmits barrage jammer noise directed
at the cognitive radar platform. The base jammer-nulling SINR or MI-based waveform is
derived by replacing Sj j[ f ] in (6.1) and (6.6) with the jammer PSD corresponding to the ith
target alternative Sj j,i[ f ]. For a base jammer which is only mounted on target alternative 1,
Sj j,1[ f ] denotes the barrage jammer PSD while Sj j,i,1[ f ] = 0.
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The classification performance curves of base jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms
are compared against their jammer- uncompensated counterparts and the receiver-adaptive
WI waveform. The base jammer-nulling waveforms considered are:
• base jammer-nulling SINR-based PWE waveform (BJN-SINR-PWE),
• base jammer-nulling MI-based PWE (BJN-MI-PWE), and
• base jammer-nulling MI-based PWSD waveform (BJN-MI-PWSD).




Here, we consider the case where our CRr system is jammed at all frequencies by a base
jammer mounted on one out of the four target alternatives in Figure 7.1 with JNR = 20
dB. The performance curves of base jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms and jammer-
uncompensated waveforms in the presence of BJ noise from a fixed target for #Tx = 10 are
shown in Figure 8.11. When the base jammer noise is transmitted by a target (target 1 or 2)
with greater target responsemagnitudes (see Figure 7.2), the base jammer-nullingwaveforms
outperform the WI waveform at low transmit energy levels and perform marginally better
than the WI waveform at high transmit energy levels. In contrast, for base jammer noise
transmitted by targets (target 3 or 4)with smaller target responsemagnitudes (Figure 7.2), the
base jammer-nulling waveforms outperform the WI and uncompensated transmit-adaptive
waveforms significantly at all transmit energies. For base jammer noise transmitted by target
3 or 4, the base jammer-nulling waveforms achieve a performance gain of 15 dB over the
WI waveform and 13 dB over uncompensated transmit-adaptive waveforms at Pcd = 0.9.
To better evaluate the performance of base jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms over the
four target alternatives, the average percentage of correct classification curves are shown
in Figure 8.12 for single and multiple transmissions #Tx = 1,2,4,10. On average, the
base jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms outperform the WI and uncompensated transmit-
adaptive waveformswith the BJN-MI-PWSDperformingmarginally better than BJN-SINR-
PWE and BJN-MI-PWE with greater number of transmissions. With a single transmission,
the base jammer-nulling waveforms achieve a performance gain of 3 dB over the WI
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Figure 8.11. Classication performance for base jammer-nulling BJN-SINR-
PWE, BJN-MI-PWE, BJN-MI-PWSD and uncompensated WI, SNR-PWE,
MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in BJ noise and AWGN.
waveform at Pcd = 0.9. The performance gain of base jammer-nulling waveforms improves
with the number of transmissions. With ten transmissions, the base jammer-nulling adaptive
waveforms achieve a 5 dB performance gain over the WI waveform and a 3 dB gain over
uncompensated transmit-adaptive waveforms at Pcd = 0.9.
8.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we examined the performance gain of jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive
waveforms in CRr over their jammer-uncompensated counterparts and the receive-adaptive
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Figure 8.12. Average classication performance for base jammer-nulling
BJN-SNR-PWE, BJN-MI-PWE, BJN-MI-PWSD and uncompensated WI,
SNR-PWE, MI-PWE, and MI-PWSD adaptive waveforms in BJ noise and
AWGN.
WI waveform in the presence of jammer noise interference and AWGN. We considered
narrowband jammers (NBJ), frequency sweep jammers (SWJ), and base jammers (BJ). High
fidelity aircraft RCS responses generated from CST were used to evaluate the performance
of adaptive waveforms.
The results from simulations showed that in the presence of NBJ noise and AWGN, there
was moderate to significant improvement for the narrowband jammer-nulling JN-SINR-
PWE waveform over the uncompensated waveforms and receive-adaptive WI waveform.
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The extent of improvement in classification performance depended on target frequency
responses and the NBJ frequency profile.
In an aircraft target response recognition problem, there was significant performance im-
provement for sweep jammer-nulling waveforms over their jammer-uncompensated counter-
parts. Likewise, the base jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms outperformed the uncompen-
sated adaptive waveforms and theWI waveform on average. The classification performance
gain of base jammer-nulling waveforms depended on the relative magnitude of jammer
noise and magnitude frequency response of target transmitting the base jammer noise.
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CHAPTER 9:
DMFD with Matched Waveform Illumination for
Coherent Jammer Suppression in Target Detection
9.1 Introduction
Electronic jamming is a form of interference where the jammers radiate interfering signals
towards one’s radar thereby impeding its ability to detect targets effectively; this includes
noise jammers and a more advanced form known as coherent jammers [22]. In contrast
to noise jammers, the coherent jammer manipulates and retransmits the received radar
signal, thus producing fake targets with “false” range and velocity measurements. Jammer
suppression techniques that exploit multipath signals or utilize spatial arrays have been
presented in [32], [33]; while coherent jammer suppression approaches are described in [34],
[35].
Coherent jammers (CJ) often utilize digital radio frequency memory (DRFM) devices to
generate precise and coherent replicas of captured signals. Unlike traditional jammers that
obscure targets, CJ is a form of deceptive jamming that produces false targets in range at the
victim radar. In the case of pulsed-Doppler systems, CJ’s intent is for the radar to produce
targets with also erroneous velocities; thus, CJs emit waveforms that look like duplicates of
the radar’s transmit waveform with false Doppler shift. The victim’s matched filter receiver
is then fooled into producing false targets in its display such as in a RDM. The problem
manifests itself in producing significant false detections; therefore, the coherent jammer is
possibly one of the most challenging form of EA or jammer to combat.
In an airborne target detection scenario, it is imperative to design approaches that mitigate
the effects of coherent jammer. The problem is very challenging as false targets appear like
true targets on the radar display or to the radar operator, whose potential reaction to the false
targets can be costly. This is further compounded by a false detection rate that potentially
may be equivalent to the theoretical probability of detection (of a true target) depending
on detector type. In this chapter, we introduce a technique that mitigates the CJ-false
target problem substantially by utilizing target-matched illumination waveform instead of
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traditional radar waveforms. Such a technique allows for the radar receiver to match filter to
both the transmit waveform-target response (TWTR) echo and the transmit waveform (TW),
thereby distinguishing between the true target return echo and coherent jammer emission
(CJE) in the received measurements. Once the received CJE is suppressed, the corrected
received measurement is fed to the TWTR matched filter to detect the true target, thus
reducing the false detection rate Fd significantly.
For the traditional matched filter receiver, the CJ hopes to victimize the radar by expecting
the received signal to be passed through a single filter matched to the TW. In contrast,
the DMFD contains separate filters: one matched to the TWTR echo and the other is
matched to TW or CJE enabling the discriminator to suppress CJ interference. Here, we
consider an airborne (extended) target detection problem where the MI transmit waveform
is utilized. The new contribution in this chapter includes the matched illumination and
corresponding TWTR matched filter (MF) instead of traditional radar waveforms (with
their corresponding MFs) to mitigate CJE. While TWTR MF significantly reduces false
detections, we also introduce DMFD, which utilizes two different MFs to distinguish the
reception of the target echo to that of the CJ transmission. If CJE is deemed present, the CJ
waveform in the received signal is suppressed and TWTRMF detection is performed on the
jammer-suppressed signal. The DMFD serves as countermeasure against CJ interference
intended to deceive the traditional or TW matched filter into detecting false targets. High-
fidelity EM simulated RCS responses from aircraft targets in Figure 7.1 are utilized in our
simulations presented in this chapter.
Detection theory is a well-documented fundamental problem in signal processing. A good
initial reference is [36], which describes the detection of signals in noise by maximizing the
probability of detection given a pre-defined probability of false alarm using the likelihood-
ratio test (LRT). This detection approach is applied to the problem of extended target
detection/identification in [15].
This chapter is organized as follows. The signal model and target detection scenario con-
sidered are presented in Section 9.2. The DMFD scheme for coherent jammer suppression
is introduced in Section 9.3. The false detection rate result for TWTR MF is presented and
compared against the probability of false detection as expected by the hostile jammer in
Section 9.4. This chapter is summarized in Section 9.5.
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9.2 Signal Model
A block diagram of the complex-valued baseband signal model is shown in Figure 9.1.
Again, let x be a finite-energy complex-valued transmit waveform vector of length L with
DFT X[ f ]. Let h represent the target response with DFT H[ f ] also of length L. Let w
be the AWGN noise vector with PSD Snn[ f ]. Let j represent CJE. The jammer may be
physically located on the aircraft or at a distance from the aircraft such as a ground jammer
where the signal model also applies. In Figure 9.1, we assume that the jammer emitter is
located on the target aircraft and retransmits the TW with a Doppler shift and time delay
n j directed at our radar platform as shown in Figure 9.2. The received signal plus CJE
and AWGN vector is y = sy + j + w of length Ly = (2L − 1) + n j + L where the received
target echo s is the convolution of the transmit waveform and target response (s = x ∗ h)
and sy is s followed by zeros (zero-padded) such that its vector length is Ly . The CJE is
the retransmitted TW delayed in time ( j[n] = x[n − (n j + L) + 1]) with a potential Doppler
shift. An example of the transmit waveform x, target return echo s and the received signal
y at a transmit SNR of 10 dB is shown in Figure 9.2. In this work, transmit SNR is equal
to Ex/σ2 where Ex is the energy of the TW and σ2 is the noise sample variance.
9.3 DMFD with Matched Illumination for Coherent
Jammer Suppression
We now present TWTR MF and DMFD that are designed to suppress the effects of CJE on
detection performance. The approach illustrated in Figure 9.1 is described starting with the
generation of the MI-based waveform. Recall that the MI-based transmit waveform design
is an information-theoretic approach derived in [7], [8] and described in Section 2.2.2.
From Figure 9.1, it is intuitive that the TWTRMF in the receiver will produceMF peak only
for the target return. Since TWTRMF is not matched to the CJE, it significantly suppresses
the CJE. As a result, the false detections are significantly reduced as will be shown later.
As in practical receivers, significant number of TWTR MF output samples actually cross
the receiver threshold regardless if it is target return or CJE, which prompts us to introduce
DMFD.
Given the received signal, the DMFD is first utilized to determine the presence of a coherent





































Dual Matched Filter 
Discriminator (DMFD)
Figure 9.1. Block diagram of the signal model with MI matched waveform







Target Return Echo Coherent Jammer 
Transmit Waveform Target Response 
Target Echo Coherent Jammer 
Received Echo and Jammer Interference 
Target Return Echo Coherent Jammer 
Figure 9.2. Radar platform and target with coherent jammer set-up. Signals
versus time are shown for a transmit SNR of 10 dB.
received signal y consists of the target return echo sy , CJE j, and AWGN w where the CJE
is potentially a Doppler-shifted and delayed copy of the transmit waveform x.
We first consider the detection of a target return echo in noise w ∼ CN(0, σ2I) (i.e., without
CJE) using the TWTR MF ghx such that the detection hypotheses are
H0 : y0 = w
H1 : y0 = s + w = h ∗ x + w,
(9.1)
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where y0 is the received signal with length 2L − 1.
By employing the Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector which maximizes probability of detection
Pd subject to constraint on probability of false alarm P f a, the TWTR MF decidesH1 if the
test statistic [36]
Re(sHy) > γ1. (9.2)
The detection threshold is given as





where Eh is the target response energy, x =
√
Ex x̄ such that Ex is the transmit waveform
energy, and x̄ is the unit energy vector. Here, R̄h = H̄†H̄ is the autocorrelation of the target
convolution matrix where H̄ is the target response convolution matrix [15], † is the complex
conjugate operator and superscript H is the complex conjugate and transpose operator. The
detection performance is thus
Pd = Q





The resulting binary decision using test statistic from (9.2) and detection threshold (9.3) is
denoted as T1 ∈ Z : T1 ∈ [0,1] where Z denotes the set of positive integers.
At high transmit SNR, the target return echo and CJE will both result in TWTR MF ghx
output that exceeds the threshold defined in (9.3). To separate the TWTRMF output values















which is used to derive decision T11 ∈ Z : T11 ∈ [0,1] from detection statistic Re(sHy).








We identify all peak values Tp2 and corresponding vector indices np2 that exceed the
detection threshold for TW MF gx, which is given by





Likewise, to differentiate peaks caused by the target echo and the coherent jammer from the
TW MF, we identify all peak values Tp22 from (9.6) and corresponding indices np22 that














The threshold values defined in (9.5) and (9.8) attempt to distinguish the MF output values
caused by the target return echo and the coherent jammer signal.
With decisions (T1 and T11) from the TWTR MF and the peak values (Tp2 and Tp22) and
indices (np2 and np22) calculated from the TWMF, we apply the algorithm shown in Figure
9.3 to determine the presence of CJE that follows the reception of the target return echo.
In the first decision layer, decisions T1 and T11 from TWTR MF ghx are utilized. The CJE
is considered not present in the received signal if T1 = T11 = 0, otherwise the algorithm
proceeds to the second decision layer. In the second decision layer, the detection thresholds
and secondary output derived from TW MF gx are employed to determine the presence
of the coherent jammer and its corresponding delay n j with respect to the target return
echo. If deemed present, the CJE in the received signal is suppressed using decision output
derived from the TWTR and TW MFs to produce a jammer-suppressed received signal
y′. To perform true target detection using the TWTR MF ghx on y′, consider the detection
hypotheses in (9.1) with detection decision determined using the threshold in (9.3).
9.4 Probability of False Detection (Pfd) and FalseDetection
Rate (Fd) Results
We now present the performance results of the TWTRMF and DMFD for coherent jammer
suppression in air target detection using the MI waveform. The false detection rate Fd is
used to compare the performance of the DMFD detection scheme against the probability
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Input: DMFD TWTR and TW output
Output: Detection decision
1: if (T1 = 0) and (T11 = 0) then
2: Coherent jammer present→ No
3: else
4: if (ϕ1 ≥ γ1) and (np2 > 2L − 1 for at least 1 peak) then
5: Coherent jammer present→ Yes
6: n j = np2 > Ly with max(Tp2)
7: else
8: if (γ1 > ϕ1) and (0 < number of Tp22 ≤ 10) and
(max(Tp22) correspond to index np22 > 2L − 1) then
9: Coherent jammer present→ Yes
10: n j = np22 correspond to max (Tp22)
11: else




16: if (Coherent jammer present→ Yes) then
17: Reconstruct coherent jammer as a delayed copy of transmit signal x
18: Delay is determined from n j
19: Suppress coherent jammer signal in received signal y
20: Perform target detection with TWTR MF using threshold (9.3) to derive T3
21: Decision = T3
22: else
23: Decision = T1
24: end if
25: return Decision
Figure 9.3. DMFD algorithm to determine the presence of CJE and to
suppress CJE if deemed present.
of false detection P f d hoped for and/or projected by the CJ. The four impulse responses
derived from the zero-Doppler frequency responses in Figure 7.2 corresponding to the
aircraft targets in Figure 7.1 are used in the experiments to generate Fd against transmit
SNR over 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
The jammer platform’s desired P f d is the probability of detection Pd that may result with
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CJE being received by TW MF gx and is expressed as
P f d = Q
(






9.4.1 Gains Using TWTRMatched Filter
The theoretical Pd given by (9.4) and the P f d projected by the coherent jammer platform
are shown in Figure 9.4. As seen in Figure 9.4, the projected P f d is lower than the Pd
significantly. At 4 dB transmit SNR, Pd = 0.9 while P f d = 0.2 for all four targets, which is
already a significant radar gain against the CJ.
In reality, when detecting the target return echo, the received signal is fed through a TWTR
MF and not the TW MF as expected by the CJ; therefore, we quantify the false detection
rate Fd from the TWTR MF in the presence of CJ signal. An initial approach is to assume
known sampling time such that the peak output from the TWTR MF that results from the
CJ signal is sampled and compared against the detection threshold corresponding to the
desired P f a. From Figure 9.4, Fd from the TWTR MF for a known sampling time exhibits
significant gain over the P f d projected by the CJ; however, in practice, the exact sampling
time is usually unknown. A practical method is to use a peak detector receiver to the
TWTR MF output and compare that to a detection threshold. As seen in Figure 9.4, Fd
from the TWTR MF using a peak detector achieves a radar gain over the projected P f d at
high transmit SNR. Here, we note that the Fd from the TWTR MF using the peak detector
results in higher false detection rates compared to that of TWTR MF with known sampling
time as expected. The Fd for known and unknown sampling time is generally much lower
than the CJ desired P f d indicating significant radar advantage over CJ; however, the Fd in
both cases still approaches Fd = 1 at high transmit SNR for most cases and is significantly
larger than the P f a constraint, which we aspire to meet despite this difficult CJE problem.
9.4.2 Gains Using DMFD
The Fd gain from utilizing the peak detector with matched illumination and TWTR MF is
in itself a huge contribution; however, in using the peak detector, multiple MFmeasurement
samples (at any sample time) can actually cross the threshold set by the P f a constraint.
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Figure 9.4. Theoretical target return echo probability of detection, projected
probability of false detection by coherent jammer, and false detection rates,
assuming the presence of only one coherent jammer with known and unknown
sampling time.
Hence, Fd is computed as the percentage matched filter response samples (considering
samples starting from the reception of the CJE until the end of the TWTR filter response)
that cross the detection threshold averaged over all the sample times (also referred to as
range bins) in the response time. As a result, the actual Fd is significantly lower than the CJ
desired P f d as seen in Figure 9.5. Despite significant gain with Fd being much lower than
P f d , the resulting Fd from TWTR MF ghx exceeds the pre-defined P f a constraint at higher
transmit SNRs as seen in Figure 9.5.




Figure 9.5. False detection rate with MI waveform using the DMFD for
coherent jammer suppression and using the TWTR matched lter.
has to be checked to determine if it corresponds to a true peak output due to a target or CJ;
thus, we use our DFMD and investigate its Fd . By applying the DMFD for coherent jammer
suppression, we reduce the false detection rate Fd to a value comparable to that of the P f a
constraint, thereby suppressing the effects of the CJE. The performance gain improves at
higher transmit SNR and is more apparent for air targets 1, 3 and 4. In some cases, the Fd
from using the DMFD is even slightly lower than the P f a constraint.
In Figure 9.6, we show the received signal, TWTR MF output, and the final MF output
from the DMFD approach in a forward-looking detection scenario over a range of azimuth
angles with constant elevation. Here, we consider three F35 air targets positioned at azimuth
angles 45◦, 90◦, and 120◦ each with a coherent jammer that re-transmits the MI waveform
at different delays and Doppler shifts. Note that portions of the color maps in Figure 9.6
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are slightly de-emphasized at azimuth bins where a target is not present so as to facilitate
identification of peaks in the high-resolution color map. Interestingly, from Figure 9.6a, the
CJE is more apparent than the target return echo. The output from the TWTR MF (Figure
9.6b) shows that both the target echo and the jammer create peaks and are detected. Lastly,
we see from the output of the DMFD’s TWTR MF (Figure 9.6c) that only the peaks that
result from the target return echo remain, and the effects of the coherent jammer has been
suppressed.
9.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a new DMFD detection scheme using MI waveform for co-
herent jammer suppression. High-fidelity EM-simulated aircraft target frequency responses
generated from CST using CAD models were utilized in our detection experiments. We
compared the false detection rate Fd of the DMFD against TWTR matched filter approach
for known sampling time, TWTR matched filter peak detector method, TWTR matched
filter considering all MF output samples, and the CJ’s projected probability of false detec-
tion P f d . By employing a single TWTR matched filter (known sampling time and peak
detection), Fd was significantly lower in comparison to the P f d projected by the CJ platform
in most cases. The results from simulations showed that by applying the DMFD method,
CJE in the received signal can be suppressed and Fd can be further reduced. In some cases,









DMFD TWTR matched filtered output
Target echo
(c)
Figure 9.6. Detection scenario with targets at azimuth angles of 45◦, 90◦
and 120◦, each transmitting CJE with dierent delays. A color map is shown
for (a) received signal, (b) TWTR matched ltered output, and (c) DMFD
TWTR matched ltered output.
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CHAPTER 10:
DMFD-RDM-CRr for CJ Suppression in Integrated
Detection and Identication of Extended Target
10.1 Introduction
Electronic jamming as a form of EA can be broadly classified as noise jammers or coherent
jammers [22] with coherent jammers being a more challenging form of interference to
suppress. By applying the closed-loop CRr platform in [6] for aircraft target response
recognition using adaptive waveforms in the presence of CJ interference, false targets may
be detected and falsely classified as one of the target alternatives.
In Chapter 9, we introduced the DMFD scheme that utilizes target-matched illumination
waveform to mitigate the false target detection problem substantially. In this chapter, we
extend the application of DMFD for CJ suppression to an integrated target detection and
classification scheme. This is accomplished by incorporating the DMFD introduced in
Section 9.3 into a CRr framework utilizing the RDM for extended moving target detection
and classification. The integrated detection and identification of moving extended target(s)
in noise using RDM-CRr was first introduced in [15], [16]. We compare the classification
performance of DMFD-RDM-CRr with the RDM-CRr approach in [15], [16] given that
false targets with erroneous range and Doppler information are emitted to the radar receiver
by the CJ.
This chapter is organized as follows. The RDM-CRr approach for integrated target detection
and identification using the MI-based waveform is described in Section 10.2. The DMFD-
RDM-CRr framework for integrated target detection and identification with CJ suppression
is introduced in Section 10.3. The probability of correct classification and probability of
falsely classifying coherent jammer as a target simulation results are presented in Section
10.4. Lastly, this chapter is summarized in Section 10.5.
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10.2 Target Recognition in CJ Interference Using RDM-
CRr
The block diagram in Figure 10.1 is an extension of the signal model being considered in
Figure 9.1 for the integrated detection and classification problem. For convenience, the
signal model variables are summarized here. Again, we let x be a finite-energy complex-
valued transmit waveform vector of length L with DFT X[ f ]. Let h represent a target
impulse response with DFT H[ f ] also of length L. Let w be the complex AWGN vector
with PSD Snn[ f ]. Let j represent the CJE. Recall that the jammer may be physically located
on the aircraft or at a distance from the aircraft such as a ground jammer where the signal
model also applies. In Figure 10.1, we assume that the jammer emitter is located on the
target aircraft and retransmits the TW with a Doppler shift and time delay n j directed at our
radar platform as shown in Figure 9.2. The received signal plus CJE and AWGN vector is
y = sy + j + w of length Ly = (2L − 1) + n j + L where the received target echo s is the
convolution of the transmit waveform and target response (s = x ∗ h) and sy is s followed
by zeros (zero-padded) such that its vector length is Ly . The CJE is the retransmitted TW
delayed in time ( j[n] = x[n − (n j + L) + 1]) with a potential Doppler shift.
The integrated moving extended target detection and identification scheme is adapted from
[15] and shown in Figure 10.1. This integrated scheme that utilizes RDM in a closed-
loop system is referred to as RDM-CRr. Unlike in [15], which utilizes the eigenwaveform
(i.e., SNR-based waveform) with PWE updates, we use the MI-base matched illumination
waveform with PWE updates. The MI-based transmit waveform design introduced in [7],
[8] is also briefly described in Section 2.2.2. In the RDM-CRr (Figure 10.1), N pulses are
sent and their corresponding echoes are received such that each true target return echo is
followed by the CJ interference. The CJE is the retransmitted MI-based waveform delayed
in time with a potential erroneous Doppler shift. Upon the reception of the return signal,
the received sequence is re-arranged into a two-dimensional measurement matrix with
the indices corresponding to range (fast time) and pulse count (slow time), respectively.
Assuming that one out of the M possible targets is present, we apply M matched filters
corresponding to each target alternative (MF1,MF2, ...,MFM) to the measurement matrix.
By taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the target return echoes in the received sequence
are separated in the range (fast time) and Doppler (slow time) domains to derive M RDMs.
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Figure 10.1. Block diagram of the signal model with MI matched wave-
form design and RDM-CRr for integrated target detection and identication.
Adapted from [15].
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each RDM to calculate the likelihood probabilities for each target hypothesis. As described
in Section 2.3, we consider a MHT problem where the target hypotheses are denoted by
H1,H2, ...,HM with corresponding prior probabilities P1,P2, ...,PM . The ith hypothesis is
expressed as
Hi : yp = Zi + w = si ∗MFi + w, (10.1)
where yp is the peak sequence, si = hi ∗ x and the ith RDM filter bank is expressed as
MFi = hi ∗ x.
The corresponding hypothesis pdf s are simplified and given by











where α contains variables common across all hypothesis pdf s and is expressed as α =
(πLyσ2Ly )−1 exp(−y†piypi).
TheBayesian probability update rule in (2.20) is used to compute the prior probability for the
next iteration. The PWEapproach given by (2.16) and (2.17) is utilized to form thewaveform
for the next transmission. Given a fixed number of transmissions, the system classifies the
target as the ith hypothesis corresponding to the maximum-posteriori probability after the
last waveform transmission as described by (2.21).
10.3 Target Recognition in CJ Interference Using DMFD-
RDM-CRr
We now introduce DMFD-RDM-CRr, an integrated moving target detection and identi-
fication scheme that incorporates the DMFD for CJ suppression. The DMFD approach
introduced in Section 9.3 is adapted in the closed-loop framework and shown in Figure
10.2 and Figure 10.3. As described in Section 10.2, the received signal consists of the
target return echo, CJE, and AWGN such that y = sy + j + w. The CJE is the retransmitted
TW delayed in time with a potential Doppler shift. In the DMFD-RDM-CRr approach, N
pulses are sent, and their corresponding target return echoes followed by CJE are received.
The received signal is re-arranged into a measurement matrix, and M matched filters cor-
responding to the target alternatives are applied to the measurement matrix. The RDM for
each target alternative is obtained by taking the FFT of each matched filter output. The
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peak sequence containing the peak amplitude (i.e., sample with the largest real value) in
each RDM is extracted and used in (10.2) to compute the likelihood probabilities of each
target hypothesis.
At every transmission/iteration, the system determines the target alternative ithmax with the
highest probability P(k+1)
ithmax
and applies the DMFD to the ithmax target alternative. The DMFD
method utilized in the closed-loop framework for integrated target detection and identifica-
tion is shown in Figure (10.3). The DMFD determines the presence of a coherent jammer
using peak sequences derived from RDMs using two filter banks. The two MFs include the
TWTRMF ghx and TWMF gx, and the corresponding RDMs are referred to as RDMTWTR
and RDMTW, respectively. The peak sequences are denoted as yp,TWTR and yp,TW. We first
consider the detection of the target return echo in complex noise w ∼ CN(0, σ2I) using the
peak sequence yp,TWTR extracted from RDMTWTR. The detection hypotheses are
H0 : yp = w
H1 : yp = s ∗ h ∗ x + w,
(10.3)
where yp is the received peak sequence and the TWTR MF is ghx = h ∗ x.
By employing the NP detector which maximizes the probability of detection Pd subject to






The detection threshold is given as





Here we note that by utilizing matched illumination MI-based transmit waveforms, the
probability of detection given in (9.4) is enhanced by N pulses
Pd = Q
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Figure 10.2. Block diagram of the signal model with MI matched waveform
design and DMFD-RDM-CRr for CJ suppression in an integrated target de-
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Figure 10.3. Block diagram of DMFD for CJ suppression in an integrated
target detection and identication approach.
The resulting binary decision using test statistic from (10.4) and detection threshold from
(10.5) is denoted as T′1 ∈ Z : T
′
1 ∈ [0,1].
At high transmit SNR, the target return echo and CJE both result in a TWTRMF ghx output
that exceeds the threshold defined in (10.5). To separate the TWTR MF output values
















which is used to derive decision T′11 ∈ Z : T
′
11 ∈ [0,1] from the peak sequence yp,TWTR[2L−
1].
Next we consider the peak sequence yp,TW from the RDM that utilizes the TW MF gx. We
identify the peak values T′p2 and corresponding vector indices n
′
p2 that exceed the detection
threshold for TW MF gx, which is given by





Likewise, to differentiate peaks from the output of TW MF due to the target echo and the
coherent jammer, we identify all peak values T′p22 and corresponding indices n
′
p22 from














The threshold values defined in (10.7) and (10.9) attempt to distinguish the RDMMF output
values caused by the target return echo and the coherent jammer signal.
With decisions (T′1 and T
′
11) from the RDMTWTR peak sequence and the peaks values (T
′
p2




p22) calculated from the RDMTW peak sequence, we apply
the algorithm shown in Figure 10.4 to determine the presence of CJE that follows the
reception of the target return echo. In the first decision layer, decisions T′1 and T
′
11 from
RDMTWTR MF ghx are utilized. The CJE is deemed not present in the received sequence
if T′1 = T
′
11 = 0 and the DMFD algorithm is terminated, otherwise the algorithm proceeds
to the second decision layer. In the second decision layer, the detection thresholds and
secondary output derived from RDMTW MF gx are employed to determine the presence of
the coherent jammer and its corresponding delay n j with respect to the target return echo.
If deemed present, the CJE in the received signal is suppressed using decision information
derived from the RDMTWTR and RDMTW MFs to produce a jammer-suppressed received
signal y′. The integrated target detection and identification closed-loop system then uses the
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Input: DMFD TWTR and TW output from RDM peak sequences
Output: Coherent jammer present?
1: if (T ′1 = 0) and (T
′
11 = 0) then
2: Coherent jammer present→ No
3: else
4: if (Ψ1 ≥ ζ1) and (n′p2 > 2L − 1 for at least 1 peak) then
5: Coherent jammer present→ Yes




8: if (ζ1 > Ψ1) and (0 < number of T′p22 ≤ 10) and
(max(T′p22) correspond to index n
′
p22 > 2L − 1) then
9: Coherent jammer present→ Yes








16: return Decision on presence of coherent jammer
Figure 10.4. DMFD algorithm to determine the presence of CJE.
jammer-suppressed signal to reclassify the target (without transmitting the next waveform
or next PRI-waveform). With the decision from reclassification, the DMFD is invoked to
check for the presence of CJE following the true target echo. The nested DMFD loop within
the integrated target detection and identification terminates if CJE is deemed not present
or the maximum number of DMFD iterations is reached. Once the nested DMFD loop is
terminated, the DMFD-RDM-CRr forms the waveform for the next transmission using the
PWE approach described by (2.16) and (2.17). After a fixed number of transmissions, MAP
is used to classify the target based on the most likely hypothesis after the last transmission.
10.4 Probability of Correct Classification (Pc) and Proba-
bility of Falsely Classifying CJ as a Target (Pfj)
We now present the classification performance results when utilizing the RDM-CRr frame-
work for integrated extended target detection and identification. Probability of correctly
classifying the target Pc and probability of falsely classifying the jammer as the target P f j
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are used to quantify the performance of the RDM-CRr approach. The four target impulse
responses shown in Figure 7.3 corresponding to aircraft targets in Figure 7.1 are used in
our experiments to generate classification performance curves against transmit SNR over
50,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
The classification performance of the RDM-CRr with one transmission, assuming a par-
ticular target is present, is shown in Figure 10.5, where Pc is the probability of correctly
classifying the target using the RDM-CRrmethodwhen the return signal consists of only the
target return echo (i.e., CJE is not present), and P f j is the probability of falsely classifying
the jammer signal as a true target present when the return signal consists of both the target
return echo followed by the CJE. In other words, P f j is the probability that the CJ will
succeed in creating a false target that appears like a true target to the RDM-CRr platform.
As seen in Figure 10.5, the P f j is large and approaches P f j = 1 at higher transmit SNR
for all target alternatives. In the case when the true target hypothesis is air target 1, the P f j
is almost equivalent to Pc, suggesting that it is almost equally likely that RDM-CRr will
classify the true target return or false target as air target 1.
Likewise, the classification performance of the RDM-CRr approach for ten transmissions
assuming a fixed target hypothesis is shown in Figure 10.6. The difference in classification
probabilities between P f j and Pc at ten transmissions (Figure 10.6) is larger compared to
that of one transmission (Figure 10.5). The RDM-CRr classifier "learns" iteratively that
the CJ signal may not necessarily be one of the target alternatives in consideration, and the
probability of classifying a false target as one of the target alternative decreases with the
number of iterations. Nevertheless, P f j still approaches P f j = 1 at high transmit SNRs
with multiple transmissions for most cases.
Our goal here is to achieve a Pc (when the received signal consists of target return echo and
CJE interference) that is comparable to the Pc using RDM-CRr when the received signal
consists of only the target return echo. We do so by incorporating DMFD into the integrated
target detection and identification framework for CJ suppression (Figure 10.2). The Pc
from utilizing the DMFD-RDM-CRr approach for one transmission is shown in Figure 10.7
together with the average Pc and P f j derived from using the RDM-CRr method. Here, the
Pc from DMFD-RDM-CRr framework refers to the probability of correctly classifying the
true target return echo while identifying and suppressing the CJE in the received signal.
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Figure 10.5. Probability of correct classication and probability of falsely
classifying jammer as target for each target hypothesis using RDM-CRr ap-
proach for one transmission. The transmit SNR here is the result of N-pulse
integration in a coherent receiver.
The average Pc and P f j curves in Figure 10.7 are computed by averaging the Pc and P f j
curves in Figure 10.5 across all target alternatives. As seen in Figure 10.7, the Pc from
the DMFD-RDM-CRr is comparable to the Pc from the RDM-CRr method even with one
transmission. Here we note that there is a slight Pc performance gain at low transmit SNR
from utilizing the DMFD-RDM-CRr approach.
Similarly, the Pc from utilizing the DMFD-RDM-CRr approach and the average Pc and
P f j from using the RDM-CRr method with ten transmissions are shown in Figure 10.8.
The average Pc and P f j curves in Figure 10.8 are computed by averaging the Pc and P f j
curves in Figure 10.6 across all target alternatives. From Figure 10.8, we see that there is
significant performance gain at low transmit SNR from using DMFD-RDM-CRr. At higher
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Figure 10.6. Probability of correct classication and probability of falsely
classifying jammer as target for each target hypothesis using RDM-CRr ap-
proach for ten transmissions.
transmit SNR, the Pc from the DMFD-RDM-CRr and from the RDM-CRr achieves similar
classification performance.
10.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a new integrated target detection and classification framework
that incorporated the DMFD detection scheme for CJ suppression. Practical aircraft targets
responses generated from CST using CAD models were used in our simulations. We
compared the probability correct classification Pc of DMFD-RDM-CRr classifier against
the RDM-CRr approach given the presence of CJ interference. With RDM-CRr method, a
slight performance gain in the formof loweredP f j was achievedwithmultiple transmissions.
By employing a nested DMFD that iteratively checked for CJE, we were able to achieve a
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Figure 10.7. Average probability of correct classication using RDM-CRr,
average probability of falsely classifying jammer with RDM-CRr and proba-
bility of correct classication using DMFD-RDM-CRr for one transmission.
Pc comparable to the Pc obtained from using the RDM-CRr to classify a target response in
the absence of CJE.
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Figure 10.8. Average probability of correct classication using RDM-CRr,
average probability of falsely classifying jammer with RDM-CRr and proba-




In this dissertation, we examined target response classification using adaptivematchedwave-
forms in a closed-loop CRr system. The classification performance of adaptive waveforms
in a CRr applied to land target recognition was first examined. Unlike earlier works where
arbitrary target responses were used in experiments, we utilized detailed and scaled-to-
actual-size models of land vehicles to generate high-fidelity EM simulated RCS responses
using CST. We also introduced CARr, which operates in automotive frequency bands as
an additional capability to the sensing technology suite of autonomous vehicles. In in-
vestigating the classification performance of transmit-adaptive waveforms, two cases were
considered: deterministic target recognition at a specific aspect angle and stochastic target
class identification in the presence of aspect angle uncertainty. For the latter case, two new
transmit-adaptive waveforms with the flexibility to incorporate angular uncertainty prob-
ability distributions were introduced. The waveforms based on SNR or MI metrics were
compared against the traditional WI waveform in terms of their ability to correctly clas-
sify a target. Results from simulations showed that transmit-adaptive waveforms generally
achieved better classification performance over theWI waveform. For stochastic target class
identification, the newly introduced SNR-SUM-PWE waveform consistently outperformed
other transmit-adaptive waveforms and the WI waveform.
In applying the concept of CRr in the EW domain for target response recognition using
adaptive waveforms, we evaluated the impact of electronic jamming interference and de-
signed techniques to suppress/mitigate the effects of jamming signals. Electronic jamming
can be broadly classified as noise jammers and coherent jammers. We first considered an
aircraft target response recognition problem in the presence of noise jammers. Two new
jammer-nulling transmit-adaptive waveforms were introduced as a countermeasure against
noise jammer interference. Noise jammers such as the narrowband jammer, frequency
sweep jammer, and base jammer were considered, and the performance results of their
respective jammer-nulling waveforms were presented. The classification performance re-
sults of SINR-based and MI-based jammer-nulling waveforms were compared against their
jammer-uncompensated counterparts and theWI waveform. In line with our approach taken
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toward investigating the classification performance of adaptive waveforms using practical
land vehicle target responses, we utilized EM-simulated RCS responses of aircraft targets
in our simulations. The results from simulations showed that, in the presence of noise
jammer interference, there was moderate to significant classification performance gain for
jammer-nulling waveforms over their jammer-uncompensated counterparts. The extent of
improvement in classification performance depended on the type of noise jammer, jammer
frequency profile, and target frequency responses.
To address coherent jammer interference, which is one of the most challenging forms of
EA to combat, we introduced DMFD as a technique to mitigate the coherent jammer false
detection problem. TheDMFD utilized target-matched illumination waveform and included
two matched filters to identify and suppress the coherent jammer in the received signal. The
false detection rate was reduced substantially when theDMFDwas applied. We then applied
DMFD to coherent jammer suppression in a target detection problem to an integrated target
detection and classification scheme. The DMFD was incorporated into a CRr framework
that utilized the RDM for extendedmoving target detection and identification. The proposed
framework was shown to identify and suppress coherent jammer interference in a received
signal, thereby improving the probability of correctly classifying the target based on the
true target return echo.
In conclusion, we showed that CRr is a sensing technology with potential application
in both the commercial and military domain. The continuous perception-action cycle
allows for performance optimization in a resource-constrained environment. Depending
on the application, an intelligent radar or a radar system that "learns" must integrate new
measurements with prior knowledge and available information sources appropriately while
addressing any potential interference intended to disrupt the operation and performance of
the closed-loop platform.
The work in this dissertation can be extended by utilizing actual target responses obtained
from measurements taken in an anechoic chamber or through field experiments. After
which, hardware-in-the-loop simulations can be performed to examine the performance of
the closed-loop CRr/CARr system. With regard to the jammer-nulling adaptive waveforms
presented, their classification performances in the presence of advanced forms of noise
jammers can be investigated and compared against their jammer-uncompensatedwaveforms.
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In evaluating the performance of the DMFD as a technique to mitigate the coherent jammer
false target problem, we considered MI matched illumination transmissions. Future work
may include the use of other types of waveforms subjected to various implementation
constraints and also the presence of multiple targets instead of a single one pursued in this
work.
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